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D.C.

GU Area Crime Rises
were committed in this area by two
men with a gun. The first occurred at

by Mary Prahinski
HOYA

Staff Writer

27th and Olive Streets, N.W., the sec-

Recently released statistics indi. cate that crime in the Georgetown
area is increasing, though not on the
Georgetown
University
campus.
Georgetown showed a 23.6% increase
in crime this February over last February

with

beries
homes.

a large jump

in street rob-

and
burglaries
in provate
Georgetown is in Sector 2 of

the Second Police District of the city
where rape, homicides and aggravated assaults were down. D.C. Police
Chief Maurice Turner reported that
“crime in the City rose 8% in February 1982.”
Officer Edward Patterson of the
Second District Crime Analysis Division reported that “February 1981
had the lowest crime rate for the
year, so any increase in crime would
have been big.”” He predicted that ‘no
decrease in crime will be coming soon.
Good weather brings out both criminals and their victims.”
During the first 28 days of April
1982, there were 1000 crimes in the
Second District, up 115 from the previous year. The sector had 37 robberies, 62 burglaries, 73 larcenies, 59 larcenies from autos, 10 auto thefts, but
only 2 aggravated assaults.
At

this

time,

the

latest

complete

monthly
crime
statistics
are
for
March. Comparing March 1982 to
February 1982, crime in general in

Sector 2 is still on the rise. Burglaries
jumped almost 30% as did larcenies
from autos, and auto thefts. The

greatest increases occurred in larcenies
and aggravated

assaults which were up

by half. During this period, only robberies decreased by one quarter.
Officer Patterson does not believe
that the increase in crime in this area
are caused by the worsening economic
situation. The majority of crimes
committed in this area are done by
career criminals, who return to crime
immediately after being released from
jail. Many of the juvenile offenders in
this city are growing into a life of
crime. Officer Patterson also reported
that the Second District had experimented with the Mayor’s “Repeat Offender Program’ and found it effective in decreasing crime.
During the early evening hours of
April 27, a series of three robberies

ond at 1500 35th Street, and the third
at 3500 N Street where the pair was
apprehended. The case was closed
that evening.

“The streets of Georgetown are
dark and often deserted,” explained
Officer Patterson, “people that walk
singly or in pairs are easy prey for
criminals.” He continued, “the majority of the robberies are committed
against groups of one or two.” He
recommends that those driving into
Georgetown for the evening park in
‘well lit, congested areas.
Since
the
beginning
of 1982,
Georgetown has had only one rape
and one homicide. The homicide occurred in
the
clinical
chemistry
laboratory at Georgetown University
Hospital. D.C. Police are continuing to
investigate this case. The rape occurred on South Street, N.-W. (which is
south of M St. off of Wisconsin Avenue.)

The

woman

knew

off campus

in the University

neighborhood, but there have been
few serious crimes since then.
The Second District is bound by
Connecticut Avenue north of “L”

Street, 14th Street south of “L” to
Virginia on its east side and Maryland
and Virginia on the West side. In this
section,

crimes

against

persons

were

up 11%, and crimes against property
were up 26%. Following this trend,
larcenies from autos and auto thefts
were up dramatically. Homicides and
aggravated assaults, however
were
down by over 50%. During this February there were no rapes in the Second District.
To combat crime increases, D.C.
Mayor Marion Barry has initiated a
““13 Point Crime Fighting Program.”
Because of this program the number
of Police Officers on the streets will
continued

on page 3

Mayor Marion Berry has ordered police patrols in Georgetown and elsewhere to combat he

The following is part three of a three
part

series,

conducted

by

The

Col-

umbia Spectator.
Q. Mr. Rajavi, it is obvious that the
National Council of Resistahce and
the Mujahidin have enemies on both
sides. If the provisional government
were to come back, how would you
yourself avoid being repressive while
trying to unite the country? You and
Mr. Bani Sadr have said the committee has no ability to unite, to organize. How would the provisional gov, ernment unite the country without
being repressive?
A. First of all, I must say that repression never unites anything. I've

Secondly, when we have our Kurdish
democratic allies with us, political
meaning for me is to guarantee the
territorial integrity of the country.
In Iran, there
are different religions, different minorities and dif-

i
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Guaranteed Student Loan guidelines for 1982-83 have changed little,
and shouldn’t affect many Georgetown students. Guidelines regarding
eligibility for the loans were released
last week by the Department of Education. The proposed new regulations, which were published in the

Federal

Register on May

the loan program, under pressure from

grad students. As the regulations now

to students during the summer.)

the

Even before the new regulations
are permanently established, students
can begin the loan process. A student’s need is calculated based on the
difference
between - total
tuition,
room, board- and travel expenses—

drastically

stand, however, there will be no major
changes next year.

, ancial aid award letters will be mailed

by Ann David

3, indicate

‘that almost all Georgetown students
will continue to be eligible for loans.
According to the Training and Dissemination Office of the Department
“of Education, regulations have been
changed only slightly from last year.
The main part of the regulations are
family contribution tables, which determine how large a loan a student is
eligible for. The guidelines become effective 30 legislative days after May 3,
unless Congress acts to amend the regulations before then. Graduate students are currently included under
these tables.
Georgetown Financial Aid Officer

and resources—parents’ contribution,
summer earnings, outside scholarships

and any other sources. The need will
be met by loan, study earnings and
GU grants.
The maximum
annual loan for
next year, unless the regulations are
amended, will continue to be $2500
for undergraduates and $5000 for graduate students.
Students can obtain loan applications from banks in their home states
and then send the application to the
GU Financial Aid Office. If the stu‘dent’s family’s adjusted gross income
is under $30,000, he is automatically
eligible for a loan. If it is over that
amount, the student’s need must be

ty and then according to its own
policies, ac¢ept or deny the loan.
Prior to October 1, 1981, all college students, regardless of income,
were eligible for GSL’s. Since that
date, however, any students whose
family’s income exceeds $30,000 has
been required to prove need. Recently
there has been much speculation that:

you

to have
regime

a revolt against a
by guns, it means

are against the people.

It means

that the main power is the provision-

regarding

“There is no way we can fit all oa
the schools graduating and two parents in McDonough at one time,”

Staff Writers

stated Dr. Gibney. “This plan is in ef-

In the event of rain on Commencement Day, the graduates of the
College of Arts and Sciences will be
unable to hear Mother Theresa speak.
Because of a lack of adequate
space indoors, the normal contingency plan for graduation calls for two
separate ceremonies to be held in McDonough Gym at 11 am and 2 pm.
The College, as the largest of GU’s
undergraduate
schools,
will
have
their ceremony at 2 pm. Mother
this

must also verify the student’s eligibili-

you want
legitimate

HOYA

Theresa

lender

especially

be

by George Nussbaum
and Candace Cunningham

to the federal fami-

The

cut,

will

Could GetRained Out

tables.

contribution

Administration,

College’s Graduates

ly

Steve Young said, “For those with a

and cooperate. We will have free elections. But if you do not believe and

Reagan

verified according

middle income, there probably will be
no problem getting a loan because of
our high cost.” Mr. Young was optimistic that students would be able to
secure loans in the amounts the ‘Financial Aid Office awards them. (Fin-

Rajavi Promises a Democracy for Iran
HOYA EXCLUSIVE

recent increases in crime.

New Guide Released on Student Loan Eligibility

her attacker,

in fact she had been out with him for
the evening.
“Georgetown students have been
very fortunate; there have been very
few crimes of violence committed
against them recently,” reported Jeffrey Horton, Assistant Director of
Georgetown
University
Protective
Services. In December and January
there were several ‘stick ups” of stu-

dents

Washington

cannot,

time

due

‘ gagements.

however,

to other

speak

speaking

at

en-

|

The remaining schools will graduate’ at 11 am and will have Mother
Theresa as a speaker. According to
Dr, Marie Helene Gibney, Assistant
Vice President for Academic Affairs,

Mother Theresa’s “ridiculous sched-

ule” forced even the regular graduation ceremony to be moved from 2
pm to 11 am.

Ground Zero Strikes

light

from

always been separated and, in case of
rain, never

hears

the

commencement

speaker.”
Other sites for the
ment ceremonies which

commencewould hold

all the schools have been sought, according to Vice President and Academic Provost Rev. J. Donald Freeze.
Of those looked at, the Kennedy Center, Constitution Hall, the Capital
Centre, only the latter could hold the
large numbers required. Father Freeze
indicated, however, that the Capital
Centre was inappropriate for a graduation ceremony.
‘‘Have you ever

been to the Capital Centre?” he asked

SGPasses
Protest Motion
by Rich Mathias

fessor of Physics at Georgetown, said
the Ground Zero is only presenting
the “worse case scenario” and calls
their assessment of the effects of nuclear war “a bunch of junk and incorrect facts. The significant total effects of nuclear weapons were uncovered.” According to Thaler, “By
the end of two weeks after a nuclear
explosion, ‘the radioactive material
will have decayed by a factor of one
thousand. It would be safe for people
to come out.”
In regard to potential damage to
the ozone layer, which blocks ultra-

violet

bigger place. The largest school has
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al government. First I’ve accepted
ferent nationalities. How is it possiby Sarah Lai
that if the people don’t want me, I
ble to unite all of them? By opHOYA Staff Writer
say goodbye. If I do this, I can impression? No. Neither the Shah nor
pose the same democratic peaceful
Khomeini was successful. I favor the
Recent
efforts
to inform
the
methods
on others. Finally, your
regime
which gives
everyone
his
Georgetown University campus about
rights; to do this we have to have the
question is this: is it possible to crethe effects of nuclear war met with
people. So if you have the people - ate a democratic regime in Iran? My
mixed results. Ground Zero Week, a
and if you have the ability to organhistorical answer is yes. We had a
series of education programs designize and administer the country, why
revolution against Shah, now we’re
ed to educate the public abeut nunot let everyone speak? The first leshaving a second one against Khomeiclear weapons issues, officially ended
son” of creating this council for the
with a candlelight vigil at the White
ni. It shows that we have the confidfirst time in the history of Iran is the
House on Sunday April 25th. Many
ence to have democracy. Democracy
lesson of power coexistence. You
Georgetown
students
and faculty
is good—not only for you,
but for
have your ideas, you have your ideals,
experienced it in our recent history.
were involved in the week’s activities
us.
you have so many critics against:
Perhaps with dictatorship and opboth on and’off campus. Not only did
Q. Would you outline-the political
them. Do you believe in the people’s
Georgetown faculty and students suppression, you have control for a year
and economic policies you will folvote, or not? If you, do, please come
port Ground Zero, there were critics
or two years, something like this.
low?
of the week to be found on campus
A. (He supplies a ‘published protoo.
gram called Immediate Tasks of the
Ground Zero was sponsored on
Provisional
Government.
Included
was a passage demanding the “‘aboli- | campus by the Sociology Department
as an educational week. Participating
tion of discriminating measures taken
professors
held
open classes and
against the country’s women, includshowed films to study the various asing the abolition of reactionary measures by which women are deprived
pects of nuclear weapons and nuclear
of the right to choose their profeswar.
sion and their clothing. It follows
Organizers of Ground Zero report
that men and women must enjoy
moderate success on the national lecompletely equal social, economic
vel. According to Patricia Campbell,
and
political
rights.”
Another
a researcher for the Ground Zero Orpamphlet lists several other demands, - ganization, sponsors of Ground Zero
including immediate reopening of a
Week, there were one million people
re-educational center in the country;
nationally who participated in at least
universities run under the supervision
one event. The Ground Zero Organiof the university council; admission
zation had hoped for the enthusiastic.
of people’s
individual and social
participation of college students, but
rights as documented in the World
at Georgetown, the mood during the
Declaration of Human Rights; recogweek was one of studentsin their nornition of public freedoms, including
mal routines preparing for the end of
freedom of faith and religion; preventhe semester and finals, not the end of
tion of any violation of individual
the world, as the Ground Zero Orand social rights. Television and radio
ganization sees any large-scale nuclear
conflict.
should be turned into the mass media
Concerning the lack of student acthat will broadcast news and information
uncensored
and
also protivism over nuclear issues at Georgegrams of free discussion to create an
town, Assistant Professor of Socioloatmosphere in which talk and opin- ‘gy Jan Fritz attributes it to the lack
ions meet ‘and attract in a healthy
of immediate
threat to students.
manner; television and radio should
“Ten years ago, GU was an all-male
also become the means that help
school; the Vietnam War meant the
democracy and freedom of exprespossibility of being drafted. Now,
sion and promotion of art and cultwith debates over nuclear freeze, stuure.) I will give you copies of the
dents don’t feel gee...they might get
programs. We accept the national
me,” said Fritz.
bourgeois
and
individual
investWhile some Georgetown students
ment—and about western countries,
and faculty supported Ground Zero,
we refute the reactionary doctrine of
critics of the week’s programs could
be found too. William Thaler, ProMassoud Rajavi waits in Paris for the fall of Khomeini’s regime.
continued on page 13

fect every year because of a lack of a

the

sun,

Thaler

states: “Experiments show that it can
repair itself in approximately two
weeks.” He went on to say that the
longer the radioactive particles remain
in the stratosphere above the earth,
continued on page 2

Ass't News Editor

Voicing their objections to the
Reagan
administration’s
proposed
cuts in higher education grant and
“loan programs, the Student Senate
passed a resolution Sunday night to"

“Protest the proposals of the President” in various areas of his education fund reduction progra

The
resolution,
introduced
by
Freshman Senator Lou Chios, passed
by a vote of 9-1 and cites various
proposed cuts in education social security benefits, cuts in Pell Grants
and BEOG funds, and the 28% cut in
the work-study program funding as
“severely damaging to the financial

foundations of higher educational institutions.”
Discussion of the resolution focused primarily on te need to reverse
the proposed cuts in education outlays, while no provisions were made
for pursuing the assertions in the resolution.
\

Group Plugs Energy

“To my knowledge, Georgetown
is unique in that it doesn’t have any
energy or environmental awareness
A new group called Youth for
organizations, We want to fill a part
of that gap.”
Energy Independence (YEI) is curThe
fledgling group
stresses a
rently forming a chapter at George“broad-based approach to energy intown University. A Washington-based
dependence,” and because of YEI’s
organization
seeking to
educate
concentration on education of the
American students about energy-republic rather than advocation
of
lated issues, YEI had hoped to get a
Student Activities Commission char- . specific programs, the organization
ter this spring. However, due to other
enjoys bi-partisan support.
“Georgetown
University College
matters before the SAC, consideration
Republicans and College Democrats
of the group’s charter was postponed
have been particularly helpful,” Ms.
until next fall.
Spiegel commented. “They played a
“It’s a worthwhile organization,”
softball game and had a barbecue last
said Nina Fantl, the group’s main
‘Saturday to help kick off Energy
campus
organizer ‘at Georgetown.
Week, and on Monday co-sponsored
“We’re = concerned
with
raising
a seminar for us.”
Georgetown
University
students’
awareness
of our national energy
The seminar featured a speech by
policy, which is a very crucial issue.”
Tom Stern, from the separate AmeriYEI, which was organized in 1981, ' cans for Energy Independence, in
has approximately ten different prowhich he discussed the Reagan Adgrams on college campuses, including
ministration’s
energy
policy.
Mr.
chapters at the University of MaryStern stressed the importance of “‘a
land, the University of Connecticut,
more moderate approach” to energy
and Yale. Roslynn Spiegel, a staff
policy than either President Carter’s
or President Reagan’s, and remarked
worker at YEI’s Washington office,
said, “We hope to form a national
on the effects that international politics can have on the United States’
‘network at universities to foster disenergy supply.
cussion on energy issues.”
by Mitch Wood
HOYA

Staff Writer

Ken

McNaughton,

a member

of

the

DC Mayor’s Command Center who is
currently in charge of developing a
crisis relocation program for the DC
area, criticizes Ground Zero for only
“informing the people of the possibility of a nuclear war. It doesn’t attempt to educate them on survivability."
In the metropolitan DC area, preliminary surveys thus far indicate
5,400 buildings in the DC shelter system with a total capacity of two million persons. Many of these buildings
are above ground and considered inadequate against a nuclear attack.
McNaughton estimates that there will
be as many as three and a half million
spaces available in the DC area when \
the survey is complete.
He adds,
“there is no money now with which
to restock shelters with food and
medical equipment. These are still
unresolved logistics problems. What
is in stock now are high protein biscuits left over from 1962.”
Funds for development of civil defense are expected to be forthcoming
if the Reagan Administration’s proposal for a $4.2 billion dollar civil defense program is approved by Congress. In that case, the city may begin
“development of new stock,” according to McNaughton.
On the Georgetown Campus, signs
indicating the capacity of various
buildings designated as fallout shelters
can still be seen. Fr. Lawrence Hurley, assistant to the Executive Director of Physical Plant, indicated that

bomb

shelters

on

the

Georgetown

campus are non-existent. During the
Cuban Missile Crisis there were buildings designated as fallout shelters, including Healy,
Copley and White
Gravenor basements, but “these were
last inspected in 1973 and the program on campus died in the 1970’s as
interest - in civil defense waned na-

Shoemaker-Kusko
Testing Preparation Services

—
a

Whether or not there will be continued groundswell support for a nuclear arms freeze is uncertain. Some
observers feel if the Reagan Administration makes economic concessions
and diverts money to social programs,
the momentum will diminish. William
Taylor, a senior member at Georgetown’s Center for Strategic and International Studies, sees the current
fear as “misplaced.” He expects the
momentum to diminish once people
are better informed about nuclear issues. Councilwoman
Hilda Mason,
honorary chairperson of Ground Zero
Week, has a different perspective; cutbacks in social spending deal with
“our right to live as humans while we
live, but first, we have to survive.”

Re

tionally,” said Hurley.

em

Solas, who used accepted survey
methods learned in her work for Har-

RELY

would

IIE

Reaganomics

PE

that

Ed

felt

Responding to a question about
what is the greatest problem facing
the world today, the two most often
stated answers were unemployment
and inflation. According to Solas,
this reflects national trends, but the
less frequent responses indicated a
concern with global issues that is expressed by a national sample; a likely
effect of GU’s international studies
programs. Also of interest were the
results of a question asking the students to indentify themselves as conservatives, moderates or liberals. The
response was nearly even in each of
the categories.

ye

N

55%

have
detrimental
effects on their
well-being. When asked about budget
cuts in social programs, 65% felt that
these programs have been cut too
much, 21% felt they have been cut
“just right” and 11% felt that social
programs have not been cut enough.
Of the Democrats responding to
the above question, 91% felt social
programs had been cut too much, 5%
felt cuts made were ‘just right,” and
4% felt the cuts were not enough. Of
the Republicans answering the same

were not enough.

+

A survey recently conducted by
the Georgetown chapter of the College Democrats found that the political make-up of Georgetown’s undergraduate community is much more
liberal than most people have assumed. The University has an image
as a conservative place, as perceived
by some, where the students are Republican and support Reaganismj the
survey found, however, 50% of those:
questioned named
the Democratic
party as the political party they most
closely identify with.
Amy Solas, who directed the survey, said that “many people may be
surprised by the high percentage of
people who identify themselves as
Democrats and as Liberals.” The survey reported that half of the respondents identified themselves as Demo-

continued from page 1
the more particles would decay radioactively, reducing any harmful effects
when
the particles finally fall to
earth.
Thaler sees students as not wanting
to take the time to truly understand
the physics of nuclear war and that
the
population
in general
really
doesn’t care about nuclear issues.
Fr. Richard McSorley, S.J., Professor of Theology and well-known
peace and anti-nuclear activist, disagrees
with
Thaler’s
conclusions.
“Even if 10,000 megatons, one-fifth
of the world nuclear arsenal, is used,
there’s no way we can survive,” said
McSorley.
For those who believe in the survivability of a nuclear war an effective civil defense program is crucial.

mr

Staff Writer

question, 40% felt social programs
had been cut too much, 40% felt the
cuts were “just right,” and 19% of
the Republicans felt that the cuts

—T

HOYA

crats, 43% as Republicans, and 7% as
Independents.
When asked to rate their confidence in Ronald Reagan, 42% of
those surveyed gave him a high rating
while 31% gave him a moderate confidence rating and 26% gave Reagan a
low rating. Of the students questioned,
only 33% felt that Reagan’s policies
would be beneficial to them, while

Ground Zero
Strikes GU

a

by Mary Hartigan

(learn) more about political attitudes
at GU so as to better plan future activities, and to question myths about
political attitudes here.”

RT

Poll Uncovers More Democrats

ris Polls and other polling companies,
explained that the survey has a margin of error of 8 percentage points
with a 95% confidence level.
When asked why the survey was
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sense,

by Franca Gargiulo
Staff Writer

Last year, Dr. Allen Weinstein
held three full time jobs in three different cities: professor of history at
Smith

College,

originator and

moder-

ator of a weekly public affairs television series, “Inside Washington” in

Owings,

Maryland,

and

member

of

the editorial board at the Washington
Post. In October of 1981, he resigned
from the Post and finished up the
semester at Smith while starting at
the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), where he is editor of the Washington Quarterly. Next
semester, he will teach courses on the

main campus. Editor, professor, and
author—Dr. Weinstein is still holding
three jobs but this time, not only are
they located in the same city, they
are in the same institution.
“I am very excited about it—there

David

Abshire

over

here

at

CSIS on the magazine and I am deeply fond of both. But as the person responsible for all parts of the University, you only have to go all over the
country and know something about
American education as I do to understand how impressive Tim Healy is as
an educational leader—and that’s not
a paid political commercial. One of
the first things my colleagues said
was that it was marvelous because I
was going to work ‘for a university
that had a real leader. That meant a
great deal to me.”
When
Dr. Weinstein was asked
about that nature of his new role(s)
at Georgetown, he replied, “It’s a
peculiar arrangement.
One of my
‘roles is to serve as an academic liaison between this branch (CSIS) and
the University and others. It’s kind

group

taught

undergraduates

by staffers of

are unaware

of.

While the Center is celebrating its
20th
anniversary,
its publication,
Washington Quarterly, is only five
years

old

and

growing,

and

is going

to be distributed worldwide through
the New
York Times syndicate. A
new colum “From the University”
was just started with the winter edition of this year.
:
“I am hoping that the magazine
can be perceived not as a CSIS product alone but as something that people elsewhere at the University will
have an interest in contributing to. It
takes time, but it is happening.”
Weinstein points out that the magazine is not an academic journal because it “lives in tersity. It is a cata-

number

tionship

C.S.1.S. Photo

number two tries harder, we're number three and we try hardest.”
Weinstein insists that he is “just a
teacher and a writer” but his past ex-

of what they can do and can’t do.”
Also included in this crime fighting
program is the creation of a special
Drug Task Force which combines the
forces of the D.C. Police Department
and
the
U.S.
Drug Enforcement
Agency. From its inception in August
1981, “it has made 2189 arrests, recovered over $100,000 in cash and
sizeable amounts of illegal drugs and
weapons,” reported Turner. Crime
Solvers, an anonymous tipsters program which ‘is responsible for solving
8 felony cases, 5 of which were homicides. As a result of these original 8
cases, .an additional 8 cases were
closed out through arrests’ reports a
Police Department press release.
Students
living off campus
in
townhouses and apartments have been
“victims of burglaries which are often
the work of professionals,” according
to Horton. All off-campus students
can get involved .in the “‘Neighborhood Watch Program.” People watch
their neighbors’ homes and the surrounding areas and report anything

suspicious.
to the police. Though no
conclusive studies have been done, it
is believed that this program has actually been successful in preventing
crime.
The majority of the crimes reported to GUPs are petty larcenies.
“Often
students will set down a
purse or.a bookbag and leave if for a
few minutes, only to return to find it
gone,” states Horton. Since the library is open to anyone, it is often the
sight
of
many
of these
thefts.
“Thieves will wait for students to
leave personal items unattended, and
then they help themselves,” added
Horton. Three such larcenies were reported to GUPS this past weekend.
Even though the D.C. Police Department and the Mayor are working
to alleviate the crime problem, Lt.
Horton advises that “students should
use common sense to avoid crimes.
Both males and females should travel
in pairs, and should not walk around
by themselves. They should also attempt to keep better track of their

personal belongings.”
“The Mayor is committed to reducing crime and will continue to do
all that he can,” stated Cropp. Chief
Turner
echoed
these same
sentiments: “I have no doubt that we will
continue to make positives inroads
against crime thanks to the efforts of
the members of this department, the
concern and support of the Mayor
and City Countil and the continuing
cooperation of the community.”

Dr. Allen Weinstein, new editor of CSIS’a Washington Quarterly

many

new

programs

starting,

between

us and CSIS

will be

strengthened and I hope to play a
role in that.”
Weinstein went on to mention the

and

after

the

election,

served

two

is Foreign

Policy.

If the

As a writer, his publications are
numerous
and
include
the
coauthored book, Freedom and Crisis:
An

American

as a major

History

college

which

text.

The

is used
most

which
Times,

have
New

appeared
in the L.A.
York Times, Washington

Post, Wall Street Journal, as well as
many historical scholarly journals.
When asked if one could call his
role as liaison between two places in
the same institution “diplomatic,” he
replied,

“I

am

just

a teacher

and

patrols

Through

this

program

he

hopes

to

turn this trend around. Police Officers
will be assigned to monitor the activities of released criminals. Police
chief Turner asserted ‘that the Police
will not violate the human rights of
the criminals.” The Mayor added that
“police know the legal ramifications

Newsbriefs
Extended
at the

the Med
through
ground

hours

Dahlgren

will be

Memorial

provided
Library

of

Center from Friday, May 21
Thursday,
June
3. The
and

lower

levels and first and

second floors will remain‘open’ from
12:00 midnight to 2 a.m. The audiovisual center and photocopy centers
will close at midnight, and circulation of books and journals will be
suspended at that time.
As in previous exam periods, the
Med Center Library will be restricting access to the Library during the
period due to overcrowding. ID’s will
be checked at the door and access
limited to GUMC staff and Georgetown faculty and students who are
using health science materials.
The results of the SFS Academic Council elections were declared
inconclusive

at press

time,

due

to

senior

representative

to

the

Aca-

demic
Council,
explained,
“we
need close to 50% voter participation for valid election results.” On
the designated election day, voter
turnout was too low to meet the
requirement. Needle also added,
“it will take a couple of days for
the results to be announced. We
‘have to count the ballots and the
winners must be ratified by the
executive countil.”
The School of Business Administration (SBA) saw its share of
excitement as Al Milano outpolled
Drew Fine in a run-off for the
Class of ‘84’s third representative
position.

Other winners for the SBA wer
were: Class of ‘83, Peter Croncota,
Laurie Gilbert and Kate McNulty;
Class of ‘84, Mara Downey, Monica
Ring and Al Milano; Class of ‘85,
Leslie ‘Combs, Paul Harvey and
Beth Magoon.
College of Arts and Sciences:
President, Patty Becker; Class of
‘83, Jeff Befort and Byron Graham; Class of ‘84 John Mattes and
Karen Russell; Class of ‘85, Brian
Messaris and Mimi Owings.
School of Languages and Linguistics: President, Mike Prinetti;
vice president, Kristine Kirkwood;
secretary, Tania Theodorides;treasurer, Marie Schuate; Class of ‘84,
Lori Pietz and Tom Buffkin; Class
of ‘85, St. John Daugherty, Anna
Lisa Kartunnen and Veronique de
Winter.

Physicians.
Isn’t It Time Your
Career Had A

Check-Up?
Of course, we don’t mean that your career
isn’t a healthy cone. We just want to draw your
attention to the career opportunities and benefits the Air Force can offer. You'll discover that
the Air Force is a challenging and rewarding
way of life. Our hospitals and clinics are outstanding. Plus, we’ll pay relocation expenses
for your family and household goods when you
move. If you're interested in our medical career

plan, find out all the facts. Sometimes, even a

.

4

Awesome!
The

skillful wordsmiths

of

the HOYA can think of no
other adjective to fit the
mighty squad of softballers
compiled by Coach John
Reagan this spring in his
campaign to'crush the
Voice. The HOYA squad
will dispense with its pesty
opponent sometime after

high noon on Saturday
(we have to wake up Latham)
on top of Yates. Come out
an extension of the voting deadline to maximize voter participation.
;
Larry Needle, currently SFS’s
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for the mauling and for
the wake immediately
following.

Georgetown'’s Favorites . . .
When Georgetown students party, they know how to do it right!
The following results from a recent On-Campus survey show our
NUMBER 1 choices for having a really GREAT TIME! . ..
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healthy career could use a check-up.

Lt. Steve Cargill
981-3284
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writer—it is a diplomatic role—in a
way—and I am very happy to fulfill
it. I just don’t want it to seem too
fancy by calling it that. I teach for a
living and I write for a living. Now, I
edit for a living as well and frankly,
the idea of doing them all in one
place is exciting! It’s'that community
aspect that means a great deal.”

1s

duties

NE

ministrative

and 98 new Police recruits have been
hired,” according to Dwight Cropp,
the Executive Secretary to'the Mayor.
Changes in Patrol patterns will keep
criminals ‘“‘on guard.” “They will be
unsure of the times of police surveil
lance, therefore, hopefully, less likely
to commit crimes,” added Cropp.
The “Repeat Offender Project” to
be officially inaugurated this Sunday
was announced
jointly by Mayor
Barry and Turner in a press conference on Monday, April 26. Barry
stated that “a small number of people commit
crimes
in this city.”

re-

cent of his publications is the edited
collection, Truman and the Founding
of Israel: The 30th Anniversary Collection. Other works include articles

Area Crime Increases
continued from page 1
increase. ‘Over the next few months,
225 Officers will be shifted from ad-

de-

Group.

are

sa. I think in future years, the rela-

so

to

a

many

that

so many new things happening at the
University. I have basically two bosses here. ( Father Healy is my boss because he is in charge of the entire
University
and in the immediate

are

responsibility, just

Page 3

such

the Center at the main campus which

courses

be certain that people here know
what’s happening there and vice ver-

an informal

transcend

as supervisor in the USICA transition
while also serving as a policy advisor
for the National Security Working

lytic journal which allows the ideas
from the one to flow into the other.
Obviously, the number one magazine
in foreign affairs is Foreign Affairs;

of

far

scription. During the 1980 campaign,
Weinstein, as a Democrat, served on
the Reagan foreign policy advisory

CSIS’s Weinstein Juggles Jobs
HOYA
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Back On Course
erasing last year’s deficit, while allowing the

travelled in
a $10,500

HOYA to run bigger, more informative issues.

Po

debt, numerous organizational problems, and
the abrupt loss of all its typesetting and production equipment, the HOYA was trying to
chart new seas in a wounded vessel.

These issues have been consistently produced

PA

waters.

“The HOYA

Floundering

with

Goals Committee,

to define HOYA

veloping a HOYA

October gales brought with them a growing

a “Statement of Standards,” which will clearly

number of writers, as well as a prize addition to
our staff, HOYA Adviser and D.C. journalist

of the paper; and a revised constitution, which

define the editorial and journalistic standards

Furthermore,

accurate

collection and accounting of this revenue allowed the HOYA to see the light at the end of
the “fiscal tunnel.” Now, with favorable spring
breezes fanning the HOYA, we are back on
course.
=
;
:
The craft itself is more seaworthy too. The
diligence and accuracy of our advertising and
business staffs have succeeded in almost totally

Georgetown has certainly been an exciting
place to be these past two semesters. The
‘Hilltop has had more than its usual share of
ups and downs this year, the peaks and valleys
higher and lower, respectively, than most
students had experienced before.
The fall semester began with the disclosure
Healy,

S.J,

had sent a letter to the Board of Directors
threatening to cancel graduation this year because of excessive rowdiness at last year’s ceremony. The threat proved to be idle, however;

what came out of the fray finally was a move
of extraordinary political savvy by the gang
from second Healy. What better way could.
there be to encourage good behavior than by
getting everybody's favorite living almostsaint, Mother Theresa, to be the graduation.
speaker.
Student Government, headed by those laff-

a-minute fellows Mardiks and Perez, provided
plenty of controversy. With the Student Activities Commission,

they

tried

to formulate

a

“media board” to regulate campus publications.
After meeting significant resistance from the
HOYA, the Voice, and the other campus publications, as well as some of the University community, the board charter has yet to be finalized. Other highlights of M&P’s term include
“Sullivangate,”

the

controversy

over

Tulane

student (and former Jeff Perez-roommate) Paul
Sullivan's “lecture”; the closing of Student
Senate meetings; scandals in the 1982 Student
Government elections; and the resignation of
Mardiks in February, bumping Perez into the
top slot while Danny Eaton, man about campus,
was appointed VP for the two week duration.
The massive tuition increase announced in
the fall was another low point in the year.
This, combined with the Reagan Administration’s proposed cuts in federal student aid, left
GU students who were receiving financial assistance wondering how much their aid packages will be slashed. We only hope that the
Georgetown administration remembers one
thing: no great university, that hopes to remain

stable and sturdy ship on a steady course. With
the responsible guidance of much stronger internal organization, as well as increasing support
from our student readership, the HOYA has

embarked on an auspicious new course.
We just thought you would like to know.

great, can afford to enroll only those students
who can foot the entire bill themselves.
On

the brighter side, well, what can we say

about John Thompson’s Hoyas that hasn’t been
said before? Thank you, gentlemen and, ahem,
DEFENSE! Also, congratulations are in order
to the women’s tennis team, consistently one

of GU’s winningest sports organizations.
Healy basement, thanks to thousands of
quarters contributed by legions of video-game
than anybody who saw the place jut a couple of
years ago would have thought possible. The
Hoyascope, brainchild of Nana Salazar, has

also added a touch of fun to waiting in line at
the Pub or Center Cafe.
This year was also important for what went
‘on behind

sites.

the scenes and on the construction

The

finished,

Bunn

Intercultural

miracle

of

miracles,

Center

was

time.

The

on

renovation of Old North is proceeding apace.
Renovation of the Nevils building will start
this summer, and as a result of the consequent
relocation of schools and departments, Georgetown promises to be a better place to live and
learn. In addition, the campus will be enriched
by WROX,

the new

AM

radio station, which

will go on the air this fall, if all goes according
to plan.
;
There were some tough times this year, for
all of us. The HOYA lost its composing equipment. The basketball team just barely ‘lost
you-know-what. The administration lost a
judgment and may yet lose its case against the
Gay People of Georgetown.
‘But we gain strength through loss. We should
also learn

from

it; in this sense,

tion and the students, a smaller tuition increase,
and maybe better luck in the last 10 seconds,

we should fare all right next year.
Have a good
September!

‘summer.

We'll

see

you in
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Open Letter/Len Schoppa

Don’t “Wait Til Next Year,”’ Hoya Fans
Last summer, decisions were made
which radically changed the role’ of
the basketball team at Georgetown
University. The move to the Capital
Centre finalized the Hoyas’ transformation into “Washington’s Team.”
Although originally the move met
with some skepticism and criticism,
few would argue today for a return to
McDonough.
The
Capital Centre’s

larger

size

Paul Sutphin, Alessandra

allows

better

access

for

those in the Washington community

and guarantees that all interested students can get tickets. The transportation arrangement, aside from the hassle of weekly walks to McDonough,

Donough game should be preserved.
The
beer-induced
frenzy that has
struck terror into the hearts of many
an opponent and euphoria into those
of many a Hoya is a Georgetown tradition which we can’t let die.
In addition to the pre-season and
“pushover” games that are likely to
be scheduled there again, a couple
real games ought to be played in McDonough. While big-name opponents
admittedly won’t go for it, the Big
East teams that play here really don’t
have much of a choice. So why don’t
we subject St. John’s or Boston College to the torture of a McDonough

‘game.
\

RI

o>

nN

XR

¢

But in this transformation into
“Washington’s Team,” I hope one
thing has not been forgotten: the
Georgetown Hoyas belong to Georgetown; the players are students, and
so are their biggest fans.
While the move to the Cap Centre
may be more or less permanent, a few
things can be done to preserve this
association.
The GU Athletic Department is
currently negotiating with the Capital
Centre over the details of its contract
with the Hoyas in the coming season.
The following are a few suggestions
about how that contract could be
better shaped to reflect the importance of Student fans.
1.The
institution
of the
Mec-

two-tiered student ticket
dents would get half a
end of the court, the
slightly higher cost. This

system. Stuside and one
former at a
arrangement

would

cost

alow

seating;

want

for:

1) low

student

2) good seats for those who

them:

3) closer proximity

for

student cheers (Hoya-Saxa, in particular); and 4) more good seats for alu.

A Class
Job
To the Editor,

At the same time, the convenience
of having the game on campus will
let the part-time fan have a taste of
real game as well.
* While the dual ‘season ticket”
approach didn’t work too well last
year, those problems could be avoided
simply by offering both tickets af the
‘same time. That Way students could
‘buy one, both, or neither, depending
on their preference.
2.Students should get decent seats.

was surprisingly®successful.

Behind the basket is what you expect
at an away game—but at home? The
argument last year was that only those
seats were available at “student rates.”
Well, the Cap Centre knows now that
Georgetown is a big draw, so let’s insist that they give students one side
of the court at reasonable rates. That
leaves one whole side and the “great
seats’
behind
the
basket
for
ticket holders and alumni.
If the Athletic Department wants
to keep those seats for higher-paying
customers or rich alumni, I can only
wonder why money-making has replaced students as the top priority of
athletics at GU.
And a possible compromise...(yes,
Danny, I do compromise). The Athletic Department could construct a

Congratulations

on

the

way

you

handled the “Days of Remembrance
of the Holocaust” in your edition
published April 23, 1982.
Your extensive and accurately reported
interviews
are
journalistic tradition.

in.

the

best

Goodluck in the future!
{Rev.)' Robert J. Rokusek
Acting Director

Office of Campus Ministry

Congrats
To the Editor:
By the time this reaches print, I
hope someone else will have done
this, but I think everyone who worked
to bring Blowout Weekend about
should be thanked and congratulated. SEC, the Corp, WROX and many
other organizations did a fine cooperative job of making a beautiful weekend (weather-wise) a fun one. We
haven’t seen so much school unity
since the N.C.A.A.s—and we showed
that we don’t have to have just a
great basketball team to bring us together. Thanks again, everybody.
Maria DeArpelis
CAS 83

Reality Behind The Alban Fantasy?
To the Editor:
The April 23 issue of the HOYA
contained a full-page. advertisement
for Alban Towers, the most interesting words of which were ‘things
have really changed,” implying that
there is something like a “new and
improved” Alban, admitting I would
comment, that at least it [has been
old and lousy.
'
So,
what
are these significant
changes? Do they mean that the
cockroach/tenant
ratio
has
been
brought down from 1000 to 985 to’
one? Okay, it may be easy to ‘“‘tailor
student
services
to G.U.
student
needs,”
simply
because
there are
hardly any such services. And they
even modestly abstained from mentioning the sauna (the noisy, overheated dungeon which is officially
still called the t.v. room . . .). Perhaps
the change is that the lady in the
Management Office will no longer
treat you as if you just made an
‘obscene proposition when you come

‘with any kind of inquiry?
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David Florimbi, Patricia Gaughan, John P. McCarthy, Roberta E. Oster, Barbara Sawyer
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Ann
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pss.

the year has

given us all more opportunities to become
stronger and wiser. Combined with a little
more communication between the administra-
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months we have grown from a leaky vessel to a

81-82: One Last Look

that University President Timoth

&/

ip

will replace and clarify our present, outdated
charter.
The HOYA has changed. In eight short

Sarah McClendon. December brought with it
some key format improvements as well as record

eZ75

5

“Style Guide,” to aid writers’

in effective news coverage and grammatic usage;

revenues.

Ri

standards

and to set short- and long-range goals. In conjunction with this, several members of the
HOYA Editorial Board remaining in D.C. over
the summer will assume responsibility for de-

dethe
off
the

But slowly, the winds changed.

advertising

IDE
FLAP

by an ever-growing staff, who represent a marked
increase in talent and resources.
The HOYA has also set up a Standards and

is too strung out,” Vice President

for Student Affairs Bill Schuerman had
clared. And he was right. The format of
paper was erratic, the young staff was caught
balance by a new production process, and
HOYA had no defined goals or standards.

2

RN

troubled

a

ago, the HOYA

i

Eight months

are

'
\
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Seriously, I do not consider this
{house a very desirable place in which
to live. Comparing Alban to a dorm,
it mainly has thelatter’s disadvantages,
namely totally inflexible leases, a
generally dirty appearance (which, as
I freely admit, never inspired me to
be all too neat myself), and a modern
fight with the dragon if one tries
to get the security deposit back
eventually. The rent only is comparable to a dorm if you abandon your
privacy (one of the few advantages
Alban can have), otherwise, the rate
for a one-bedroom apartment—that
is, you do not have your own room—
is $236 per month and person. I
grant the management that they just
forgot to inform me that air-condi-

tioning is not included in this monumental price, as I found out when
asking to get back -our units (which
had “been removed, in the winter,
apparently for insulation reasons. ..)
and then was asked to pay $50 for
each one of them.
Even more serious, there is the
phenomenon of -a considerable number of foreign students being ‘talked
into”
this
building.
A ' foreigner
coming to G.U. is in a special situation:
usually
arriving
before
the
beginning of his or her program,
without a chance to learn about the
reputation of this place, very often
with language problems in addition,
and of course, with the desire to find

housing as quickly as possible. This
situation is exploited quite brutally

not only by the Alban management,
but also by at least some of the people “advising” incoming foreign students,
who
are
considered
good
enough to fill the slots, to pay a
price few others are willing to pay
for the standard of living offered
in the Towers. The unusual high
quota of foreign students in Alban
is the proof.
All in all, it will be not very surprising to hear that all the people I
happen to know here are moving
out of this house at the end of the
acedemic year. And so am I.
Frank B. Halfar (GRD)

Good Luck!
With this issue, the HOYA concludes its sixty-third academic
year of service to the Georgetown campus. The Editorial Board
of the HOYA would like to wish the class of 1982 the best of
luck in the future, and publicly thank those seniors who wrote
for
this’
paper,
in ; ‘their
last
issue
at
Georgetown:
Sarah Rosenson, CAS
Paul Sutphin, SFS

Patricia Singer, SFS

Bill Ferraro, CAS
Roberta Oster, SFS

Gloria Quinn, CAS

Editorial Board elections for the 1982-83 fall term will be
Sunday, May 9th, at 7 p.m. in the HOYA office. Students interested in a position on the Board are welcome.

b
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Splitting Infinitives/by Greg Kitsock

Q.P.lL

Boom, Boom. .. Out Go the Lights!
The increasing anxiety over nuclear confrontation has, if nothing
else, explained to my satisfaction one
curious custom of area natives: Namely, why anyone would spend $395
for an AM-FM-Marine
Band-Short

Wave

portable radio with tape deck

and stereophonic sound, then walk
around with the dial set to a 50,000
kilowatt soul station half a mile away
that you could just as easily pick up
on your dental fillings?
The answer, of course,is that the
street-smart inhabitants of our capital know exactly where they stand
on the Kremlin’s list of targets in the
nuclear exchange. Therefore, they

wish to stay tuned for the fateful
, moment that KC and the Sunshine
Band are cut off in mid-jam session
and the Emergency Broadcasting System takes over.
Instead of complaining when one
of these misunderstood souls boards

a Metrobus with WKYS scorching the
airwaves,

we

‘unthinkable

should

be glad.

becomes

If the

a reality, your

driver will have ample time to point
the ‘vehicle away from Tyson’s Corner and beat the rush hour traffic to
the Appalachian Mountains.
However, you don’t have to de-

pend on others for your well-being.

ing the worst effects of the blast and
fallout is the bottom of an abandoned
molybdenum mine just outside Perth,

Australia. On the other hand, one of
the very worst places to be caught is
laying tile on the Pentagon roof. In
the event of heightened international
tensions, be wise: sub-contract.
Don’t think you’re safe merely
because you live in a residential neighborhood 10 miles from Foggy Bottom. According to the latest surveil
lance satellite photos, the Soviets
have 1,569 warheads just waiting to
be lobbed at Washington. Obliterating the White House, the Pentagon
and the Capitol will be their primary
objectives. Should the Kremlin deem
a secondary
strike necessary, the
Blair House and Naval Observatory
will likely serve as bacck-up targets.
And if the capitalist war-mongers still
have not been brought to their knees,
the Soviet arsenal contains 16 one-

megaton

warheads

for

every

7-11

from Fall Church to College Park.
If conflict appears imminent, the
inhabitants of high risk areas will be
specially
designated
evacuated
to
“host communities,” off-the-beatentrack
enclaves
of rural America
where muskrats outnumber humans
7 to 1 and the local equivalent of

As a public service, we present a few
tips on how to make the best of Armageddon, gleaned from the Reagan
Administration’s
informative
new

heavy industry is whittling. The resi-

pamphlet,

(population

Nuclear

Annihilation:
A

dents of the Greater Washington Metropolitan area, for example, will be

relocated

to

Mulch,
224),

West

where

Virginia
they

will

Learning Experience.

seek shelter in the basement of Zeke’s

Location is a crucial factor in
determining whether you will interface with’ a mushroom cloud. The
Atomic Energy Commission is determined, after a 15-year, $750,000
study, that the ideal locale for avoid-

Dry Goods and Feed Store until the
crisis has subsided.
Evacuees are urged to stay tuned
to the Emergency Broadcasting Network for late-breaking bulletins and
instructions. Bear in mind that the

Rostrum/Bartholomew Edes CAS ’84

Student Senator Tunes Us
Into Next Years SG Issues
Last
meeting

Sunday
of

the

night

at the

Georgetown

weekly
Student

Senate, I was chosen to chair the
Communications Committee of Student Government. The reason I am
telling you this is not because this
committee will make decisions which
will alter your tuition by a couple of
hundred dollars, build or scrap a university (and. faculty) center, or determine how large the budget will be for
the club you are involved with. Rather, I am merely writing to inform

you that if I, and the other students

ipa

he

on this committee do their job, pertinent information on what is happening in student government and affecting your life at GU will be convenient and accessible to you. It is to
your distince advantage that we succeed.

merous

For,

you

see,

rumblings

there

are

throughout

nu-

the

University’s many levels, from Fr.
Healy’s desk to the SAC commissioners’ conference room. The Communications

Committee

is

going

to

make an attempt to let you know
what’s happening at your University
so that you can make your wishes be
known and your input felt.
I think that a recent example of
. what the Student Senate has been
doing will help illuminate the point I
am trying to make. The odds are that
9 our of 10 of you do not know that
on
May 2nd the Senate approved
numerous SG Presidential (Monica
Medina) appointees to several committees, approved a resolution drawn

up by Freshman
protesting the
tion’s proposed

Senator Lou Chios
Reagan
cuts in

administrastudent aid

and loans, and received a report from
a very adept undergraduate representative on the Student Health Advisory Committee. Included in that
report, made by Mike Bento, one of
the two voting undergraduates students on the Committee, was the recommendation
by that Committee
that currently uninsured Georgetown
Students: by. required to purchase a
specially priced one-year Blue CrossBlue Shield Insurance plan (at $300400). This recommendation is currently being reviewed by the Dean of
Student Affairs, William Stott. The
recommendation
made
by
this
Committee
(consisting
of various
University representatives from the
Law School) to Student Health could
have a considerable financial impact’
on the uninsured, especially those of
you who are somewhat financially independent. It is weekly activities of
the Senate, and more importantly, actions of committees which include
student
representatives,
like
the
Health Advisory Committee, which
the Communication Committee will
make certain become public knowledge.
Other activities of the Communications Committee will include, finding the opinions of Gu students via
telephone polls and feedback-geared
surveys
and
questionnaires,
and
(once WROX is on the air) perhaps

even, on-the-air

One of the complaints being voiced
today is that students are putting too.
much pressure on each other. While
cramming for my first final, I happened
to overhear a conversation
about just that. John, a sophomore,
was telling his study partner Al that
he saw no reason why one had to
study such irrelevant subjects as “Applied Statistics as they pertain to Life”
and ‘Psychology:
the study of a
would-be science.”
“Who needs it?” asked John.
“You need it,” smirked Al

27th caller after the air raid sirens go
off will receive a free copy of James
Taylor’s Fire and Rain album.
Citizens, in preparing for departure, are advised to assume the worst
and take along whatever they will
need to survive in the wilderness until civilization has been restored to a
near-normal state or you have received

your 1982-83 1040 Tax Form, whichever comes first. Among the more essential household items are a 60-year
supply of uncontaminated food and
water, five tons of reinforced concrete, a lead and asbestos-lined wardrobe and whatever heavy industrial
machinery you can still fit into the
trunk of your Datsun. If you have
room, you may choose to put your
Great Dane Trixie in the glove com-

MINDSHAFT
paul d. salnikow
“Why,” persisted John.
3
“Because of Steve. IfI don’t bu
‘you, Steve is going to get ahead of
you. How would you like that?”

partment.

Originally,
civil
defense
plans
called for all evacuees to leave their
pets behind as non-essential items.
However, due to the peculiar effects
of radiation on animal life, this regulation has been rescinded. The survivors of a nuclear war will have enough
trouble coping with the fire storms
and gamma rays, without having to
worry about fifty-foot ferrets menacing the countryside.

“Steve does, that’s who,” replied
Al. “Oh, wouldn’t he ‘dove it if he
could say that he was doing better

than John.”

Of course, there are other things
that I'm glad I’m not.
1 couldn’t stand the thought of
being a student at George Washington
University. Not because Georgetown
University has a better campus, a better basketball team, or a better facul-

ty, but simply

because George Wash-

ington University

is only six blocks

from the home of our President.
Now, in normal times, that’s nothing to be frightened of. But in the
event that a one-megaton atom bomb
decided to drop in for a state visit at
the White House, 98 percent of the
people within a 1.7 mile radius would
die instantaneously. Within the next
band, three miles from ‘ground zero,”
only half of all the people would die
immediately. Never mind that another
40 percent would die shortly afterward by fire or radioactive poisoning.
As the nuclear flash lights up the

District

skyline, we all should com-

forted in knowing that student enrollment at George Washington will soon
drop sharply from 11,971 to 240.
Luckily, there will still be 6,116 of

Georgetown’s

12,231

Hoyas

left

walking around—in a shell-shocked
daze, but alive nonetheless.
Still, such statistics have me worried, and I’m now considering a transfer to American University. If that

bomb

ever did, only 625

of Ameri-

can’s 12,500 students would die immediately.
It doesn’t take much
mathematical ability (even I managed)
to figure out that I’d stand a much
better chance of surviving the initial
blast out in the boondocks of Ward
Circle than in the hub of the District
at Washington Circle. Clearly, all this
talk about nuclear war has me running
around
in circles.
Here,
faithful

reader,I should warn you that these
figures might be awfully misleading if
that nuke accidentally happened to

talk shows. Past ac-

tions taken in the Student Activities
Commission and on the Senate floor
could have been greatly affected if
general student feeling on the subjects being debated had been known.

The Dance
Dear Lord,
We thank thee that thou has provided for us the ritual of dance.
Vouchsafe to provide us a means for
the mingling of sweat and stench.
Grant us O Father fruit for our expedient consumption, nay, not for
our wombs, that these stirrings of
flesh may be seen as a symbolic sacrifice of pizza and beer. For Christ’s
sake, 0.K.?
Lo!
There is perspiration. The
music is loud. A young woman with
a crew cut shaketh her torso and her
unnecessarily large breasts with it as
though she were mad. There is an
angry exigency

hi
|

to what

she does. The

multitudes are restless, Master, they
have heard the word and song, yet
they have not taken eat in days.

They have come for more than ritual,
Rabbi, show us a sign! A wink of
your
your

eye, an escaped salacity from
loins. We have reason to believe

that thou art the Messiah!
Wherefore the pizza and beer was
made ready unto Siegfried and Simon Peter. Thereupon Siegfried took
pizza, and when he had given thanks,
he brake it and gave it to Simon Peter, saying

New

“Take, eat. This is my body of the
Testament which has been sac-

rificed for you. Do

this as oft as ye

ngs

“I didn’t start it,” Al replied. “It

land at the corner of Wisconsin and
“M” instead of 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue...
I'm also glad I'm not a female.
Even as a male, I'm going to be
terribly disappointed on June 20,
when the life support system of the
Equal Rights Amendment is finally
unplugged. Making a decent living is
hard enough for a man. But if I were
earning only 60 percent of what a
man makes for the same work, I’d be
absoulutely furious.
It must be depressing to know
that you’re on the losing side of an
unwinnable fight; I'm glad I’m not
Phyllis Schlafly. I'm glad I'm not a
Republican or a conservative Democratic congressperson going home and
trying to explain why I voted for
President
Reagan’s economic
program and tax package. I’m sure that
those! representatives are painfully
aware that an incumbent’s chances
suffer mightily when the economy is
slumping and factories are closing.
Running for reelection is a drag to
begin with; it must be that much
more difficult when voters see you as
partially responsible. Boy, an I glad
that I won’t have to spend the next
few months eating rubbery chicken
dinners and shaking countless hands.
And lastly, and by no means least,
I’m glad I’m not President Reagan,
who must be wishing he wasn’t President either. I shudder at the thought
of hundreds of Representatives wanting an explanation as to why my pro-

was Steve’s dad who did. I hear him
tell Steve, last summer at a Met game,
‘never take second best. Go for it.
Get out front and dominate.””’
“When I heard this, I just had no
choice than to work my butt off. I'm
just helping you. If you’re mad at
anyone, get mad at Steve’s dad,” Al
concluded.

“But I don’t think Steve wants to
compete any more than I do. What if
I tell him that if he stops burning
himself out, I'll stop burning myself
out?”

“That would work just fine,” said
Al. “But what about Joe.”
“What’s Joe got to do

this?”
“You

with

s
all

think Joe is going to stop

pushing himself just because you two
let up? And how about Pat? Pat’s already announced that he wants to go
on to law school. You want Pat to go
on the Harvard law while you take
orders at Trincus?”
“But don’t you understand, Al?”
John said. “Pat and Joe don’t really

care

if they

are ahead

movement of Ludwig Van Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony (Opus 67) in C
minor:
“When I open my eyes I must
sigh, for what I see is contrary to
my religion, and I must despise
the world which does not know
that music is a higher revelation
than all wisdom and philosophy,
the wine which inspires one to
new
generative
processes,
and
I am the Bacchus who presses out
the glorious wine for mankind and
makes them spiritually drunken.
\

T.

“When they have again become
sober they have drawn from the
sea all that they brought with
them, all that they can bring with
them to dry land. I have not a
single friend, I must live alone.
But well I know that God is nearer to me than to other artists; I

associate with Him without fear;
have always recognized and understood Him and have no fear for
my music—it can meet no evil
fate. Those who understand it
must be freed by it from all the
miseries which the others drag

about with themselves.”
Likewise he took the pitcher of

grams still don’t seem to be working

and Joes and Pats are vowing to beat

when elections are just around the
corner.
On top of that, feminists, civil
rights groups, Demoncrats, unions,
unemployed workers, students, and
the elderly are all up in arms over his
policies. But, not to be outdone, now
anti-abortion
groups, Jesse Helms, |
NCPAC, anti-busing, pro-school prayer, and pro-business people are complaining that he hasn’t done enough.
I’m glad that I'm not President
Reagan. But if I were him, I’d comfort myself with the knowledge that,
if things ever do get too bad, I'll be
one of the first to go when the nukes
hit Washington.

you out of a job, a Pacman game, a
beer, a place on the line at the Pub.

dark beer. And when he
thanks, he blessed it, and
Simon Peter shouting,

had given
gave it to

“Drink this all of you, for this is
my blood of the New Testament,
which is shed for you and for many
for

the

remission

of sins.

Do

this as

oft as ye shall drink in remembrance
of me.”
The Unclean One
After supper, Siegfried came upon
a group of dancers gathering stones
to cast at the village harlot.
“Quit ye! For as many of you
that would cast the first insult, I ask
you; Are you clean? Be not deceived.
The body you broke for your steady
fornicator hath no greater merit in
the sight of mine eyes. Do you see
that? Neither will a good Catholic
wedding make an honest woman out
of you all. Thou art each unworthy
to gather up th last slice of cold pizza
or drink the last draught of cold, flat
dark beer. Thou has no share in my
kingdom. I have never known you.
Get out!”
Then, turning to the woman, he
asked;

“What is your name?”
“I have none master.”
“Let us be quick about this matter, then. I am not your Father. This
is neither the Garden, nor is it Plato’s

Republic.

This

approach

the

world

And do you know why they’re doing
ne
“No, I don’t know why,” muttered
John.
!
“Because
at this very moment
they all know that I’m clueing you
in”
“But if I stop, maybe they will,”
answered John.
:
“Listen John, it’s almost one an
I want to get a table at Pierce,” Al
said. ‘“They’re not going to stop, not
now. So be a pal and stop distracting
me. I’ve got to put in my daily fourteen hour quota.”

«(who knows) any baboon born of his
wife but not of his seed.
What is inside you?
Thomas
More’s Utopia. Immanuel
It’s caged there inside you?
Kant’s
Categorical Imperative has
A greater testament of our love?
never and will never exist in such a
Our bodies and our souls united in
climate. Your rosary beads and the
one . .. something or other? An accidumb idols that adorn your neck are
dent? An embodied souvenir of hata sham. Thou hadst best be cognizant
red?
‘of this. I shall not be coy, but rather
We have no name for you. There
I shall demand your body for rape
is no room at the end of the tunnel
and plunder. This is how it is done,
This was to fulfill the prophecy that
yet few see it as such. If I succeed in
he that is conceived of hate may not
any stretch of honesty, I shall try
live, but must die. Jesus did not die
neither to derationalize nor to subat a wine and cheese party given by
limate these sentiments. The sum of
the Committee for Liturgical Arts.
our actions means less than nothing.
At his execution, they stuck nails inThis is how it must be.”
to Him, not fresh-cut pink gladiolas—
Now there was Evil, and evil begat
don’t expect any at yours; for I am
sin or so they say. But we, the liberthe Rational and the Light, he who
al, scientific thinkers of the Twentieth
believeth in me, though he lives, will
Century know better.
die—and
maybe
live again.
Who
“Sexual Dimorphism Among our
knows, it isn’t really that important
Closest Relatives”
right now anyway. You know what is
—from Sociology-Studying the
to be. Please forgive me.
i
human system.
And so he was handed over to
“Chimpanzees are closely related
death. The soldiers parted the mothto humans. They are highly promisér’s clothing and mocked her. Hail
cuous, with males and females freely
King of the Jews! Where is your God
and casually engaging in sexual relanow? They strapped her feet to the
tions that do not result in enduring
brace and rolled up the stone away
bonds. For example, males have been
from the grave. They knifed his flesh
seen to ‘line up’ and ‘wait their turn’
and crushed his bones. and scraped
for access to a receptive female.”
him out of the fruit of his mother’s
Then again, once a dominant male
tomb in swaddling nothingness. The
baboon has selected his mate, he will
Body and Blood of Christ.
proceed to kill and perhaps devour

sewage

does

not

system

even

of

;

of me...I

think. And anyway, who givesa damn
if Pat goes to Harvard law?”
Al got up and guided John to the
windows by the elevators on fifth
Lauinger. Overlooking Healy lawn,
he pointed.
“That’d be just fine if there was
only one John, one Steve, one Joe,
I’d tell ya ‘Fine. Enjoy yourself.
Don’t pull an’ all nighter.” But out
there, there are thousands of Hoyas
and do you know what they're all
saying tonight? They’re saying, “The
only thing we want to do is beat
John.”
“All over Hoyaland, the Steves

. . .A Symphonic Poem

John
shall eat in remembrance of me.”
I took out my contact lenses and
received
my sight. Yet I became
vexed in spirit. What once seemed
meet and right bore the most vile
odor. Yeathough I incurred lesionsand fungal rot of my brian, I most
truly experienced joy as few ever
have, for the very same callouses that
had, in their disintegration, allowed
cutting and tearing of its tissue, now
saw with a clarity it had never heretofore experienced. Indeed, the very
cuts allowed more light, more joy,
as of the introduction to the fourth

or

7

Opus 20 In C Minor... .
11 Allegro
IV Allegro
And it came to pass the pizza
would take from ten to twenty minutes; perhaps less if you promised the
waitress “‘a little extra’ on this Wednesday night at the Georgetown Pub
at which, sandwitch, and in which
the masses spoke of dance, burnt offerings and nothing that could get
them the anything they came for.
Today’s young people call it “a good
time.” Me, I don’t know what to
make of it all.

" “You mean to say that all this
time you've been pestering me because you think I’m in a contest with
Steve?” John said.
ve

Complaints From An Ivory Tower

Take, for example, the dreadful
knowledge that, if I were a senior, in
six months I would have to begin
making
payments
on
all
those
Guaranteed Student Loans that for
years I had considered to be free.
And, once I finished spraying champagne, I would have to begin the awesome and unenviable task of finding
gainful employment—in spite of the
fact that even before I entered into
the competition, there was already
over 9 percent of the work force out
of work. But worst of all, I would become a Georgetown University alumnus. I know several seniors who have
nightmares of finding their mail boxes
flooded by appeals from the Alumni
Association. They think the ghost
of John Carroll haunts alumni who do
not make substantial contributions.
My, do I pity the seniors.

a

“Who cares if Steve gets ahead of
me?”
Has

Against the Grain/Mitchell Wood

A few columns back, I expressed
my contentment and relief in mercifully being spared from: being a senior
this year. Not that I have anything
against seniors, mind you. In fact,
some of my best friends are seniors.
But time and time again, something
happens that makes me offer a silent
prayer of thanksgiving for being who
and what I am, and for not being
what I am not.

|
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Viewpoint/ Peggy O’Brien CAS’83

~ Anlnsider’s Angle tothe Medina/Inglima Controversy
/

As a newly-elected member of the
Student Senate and a recently appointed
S.A.C.
Commissioner,
I
would like to share my impressions
of the controversy surrounding the
S.A.C. nomination process with respect to Senator Inglima’s resignation.
This is not an attempt on my part
to make a personal judgment
on
Seantor Inglima’s decision, but rather
to question the legitimacy of his
motives as well as the validity of his
criticisms based on a different set
of perceptions. In view of the fact

applicants, ‘‘were being judged on
their
personal
attitudes
towards
matters which
they clearly could
not have had full knowledge of and
in a setting where the predispositions
of
the
interviewers
were
crystal
clear.” Since Senator Inglima was not
present during the interview process,

this statement can only be based on

minating in his resignation, he has
succeeded
in keeping
his public
image untarnished at the expense
of the integrity of those involved
in the
nomination
process.
This
causes me. to doubt Senator Inglima’s
self-projected
image
of one who
places a high priority on principles
and values to the extent that, “some
things just shouldn’t
be compromised.”

tion of the situation. But if this
controversy is based on the question of political motives, I am under
the impression that Senator Inglima
garbors
a
few
implicit
political
interests of his own. Senator Inglima’s
own bid, although later withdrawn,
for the position of Student Body
President has been forgotten while
Senator Eaton and others remind
both the Senate and the student
body of Vice President Schoppa’s
aspirations for the executive position
and direct their criticism of Len’s
actions on the basis of his potential
candidacy.
Meanwhile, Senator Inglima remains a potentially viable
candidate for next year’s election.
Throughout
this controversy, cul-

conjecture and hearsay. The atmosphere generated during the interview
could have left this impression on
some of the applicants and a totally
different impression on other applicants. These differences can be accounted for not only by the supposed predispositions of the interviewers, but also by the attitudes
of the applicants themselves. It is
therefore
inappropriate
to
use
subjective evidence of this nature
to make such a sweeping generalization about the process.
The
second
area subjected
to
As we come to the end of another
Senator Inglima’s criticism was the
school year and prepare to send off
result of the nomination process,
yet another batch of happy Hoyas
in
particular,
the” reappointment
into the “real” world, it has dawned
of only one (himself) of the three
upon me that it might be a good idea
commissioners reapplying. As Senator
to reassess some of our thinking. AfInglima pointed out, it is customary
ter all, we're all one year older and
to accept reapplying commissioners.
one year wiser. Here are some potenIt is not, however, a requirement nor
tial truisms that are now obsolete.
is it an
automatic
guarantee
of
reappointment. The fact that their
On the national scene. . .
not being reappointed was unpreceAmerica is the land of opportunity.
dented does not in any way imply
We don’t have an imperial presidency.
that it was not justified in the case
Congress is an equal part of the govof Andrew Dibble and Matt Hogan.
ernment.
I personally would not have consiEveryone in America pays taxes.
dered Matt Hogan based on the ap- . The U.S. wields insurmountable interpearance
of his application—‘lack
national influence.
of detail” is an understatement in
The U.S. has power in the U.N.
this case.
Social Security is enough to retire on.
The omission of Andrew Dibble
Social Security will be there for you
and Matt Hogan from the S.A.C.
to retire on.
cannot
be
equated
with implicit
Social Security exists.
criticism
of
disapproval
of
last
Washington knows what it’s doing.
year’s S.A.C.
Rather, the reasons
On the campus scene . . .
for their rejection were determined
individually and independently of If you go to college, you’ll make
something of yourself.
their
previous
involvement.
As
A broad liberal arts education prestated in Senator Inglima’s article
pares you for the best of the “real
in
last
week’s
HOYA,
Andrew
world.”
Dibble
was
reappointed
to
the
Students are an equal part of the
S.A.C. after the slate was reorganUniversity.
ized to meet constitutional requireThe best things in life are free.
ments.
!
The students have a right to know.
Before
concluding, I would like
If you work hard, your fellow stuto comment on a few of Senator
dents will admire you.
Inglima’s overall criticisms. His imIf you get sick, go to Student Health.
pressions
concerning Monica
and
‘Guaranteed student loans.
Len’s
personal = political
interests

As to Senator Inglima’s criticisms
related to the level of experience
on the S.A.C., his resignation translates into a further diminished representation of such experience. He
has, in effect, succeeded in aggravating what he considered to be the

Viewpoint/George Nicholas SFS 84

Future Shock At G.U.

that both Senator Inglima and myself
have drawn markedly different conclusions from the same situation, it
is important to note that they are
based primarily on subjective interpretations
of
the
situation
and
therefore neither can be held to be
definitively correct.
First, I would like to address
Senator Inglima’s objections to the
selection process. The senators involved were just as qualified, through
their participation in clubs and other
related areas, as any past S.A.C.
commissioners. Whether or not the
presence Of an experienced S.A.C.
commissioner
would = have
significantly affected the outcome is indeterminate. The nature of the questions asked were relevant to the positions being considered.

The S.A.C. is an important branch
of Student Government and as such

its impact on the student body is a
reflection of the present administration. Both Monica and Len had made
campaign promises in areas related
sto the S.A.C. and therefore they
were perfectly justified in trying to
discern the applicants’ attitudes on a
‘number of pertinent issues. It would
have been indicative of irresponsibility and indifference on their part,
' had they not sought to discover the
‘support
or resistance
to’: various
S.A, C.-related issues.in advance...
I also question the argument that

in, the
are the

S.A.C..nomination.. process.
result

of his own

interpreta-

Anyone

can go to college.

The

administrators

are there to help

problem of provision for -a minimal
level of experience on the S.A.C.
This is exactly what he sought to
avoid through his demands to reject
the slate and engage in a Second interview process with the same field
of applicants. This leads me to question Senator’ Inglima’s convictions
concerning the value’ of experience
which he so highly touted as being,
“essential to the smooth and effective
functioning” of the S.A.C.
In conclusion, I find myself disappointed with the unfavorable image
of the S.A.C. Senator Inglima has

implicitly

created

i

You're more than a numberat Georgetown.

his criti-

the student body’s perception of the
quality of efficiency of this year’s
S.A.C.—let its performance speak for

itself. As

to his self-imposed exclu-

sion from the S.A.C., it isunfortunate
that Senator Inglima had to carry
his objections to such an extreme.

However, it is important to remem-

ber that no one, least of all Senator
Inglima, is indispensable. His resignation will not, in any way, impair the

functioning

of

this

year’s

S.A.C.

Considering the evidence, I cannot
help but draw the conclusion that
Senator Inglima’s decision was based,
to use his own words, “[on] a selfish,
emotional reaction to the denial ofa
personal preference.”
5
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you.
The administrators are there because
they know what they’re doing.
The administrators are there.
You get what you pay for.
Marriot runs a dining service.
GUPS is there to help you in time of
trouble.
GUPS knows what it’s doing.
GUPS is a protective service.
The HOYA provides unbiased reporting.
Newpapers report on Student Government, they don’t run it.
The Voice is an informative newsmagazine.
The Voice is read by all.
The Voice is.
Student Government is a meaningful,
effective forum.
Student Government represents the
students.
Student Government serves a purpose.
Students will not have to pay for the
Intercultural Center.
The Intercultural Center will be solar
powered when it opens.
The Intercultural Center was designed
to blend in with Georgetown.
The baseball team always loses.
The track team serves a purpose.
The basketball team chokes.
The A.C.C. is the best basketball conference in the nation.
UNC is really number one.
Hoyas have no school spirit.
Hoyas don’t know how to party.
Hoyas have no social life.
Hoyas won’t make it to the NCAA
finals this year.

through

cism and his resignation. His objections should not in any way affect
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If you think a “one-piece shell”is
an oyster lover's nightmare,
you're not ready for Memorex.
alter the way the tape comes in
contact with the head. Which can
drastically affect sound reproduction.
That's why we prefer sonic
welding.
It keeps our cassette structure as true asour
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after 1000 plays.
In fact, a Memorex
cassette will always de-

California 95052

Each has a one-piece shell.
Which, on an oyster, is a bad
idea.
But on a cassette, it's

ASPEN TWINS
Wheaton, Md.
NTI ANNANDALE
Annandale, Va.
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1st Place Winper

Ah yes, those lingering memories
which we all share. I am no different.
I cheered with the best of them as the
Hoyas marched through the N.C.A.A.
tournament, and I was shaken when
they finally lost to North Carolina in
the final game. And though part of
me cries, there is also a part of me
that laughs when I think about the
innocent physics student who asked,
- “Professor, is there any type of Wood
that floats.” There is also the held

back laughter whenever somebody
asks for the quickest way to the 14th
Street Bridge.
Yes, these memories will all linger,
but eventually they will be swallowed up in a vast cloud already
clustered’ with forgotten thoughts.
Yet, there is one memory that will
remain long after the others have
faded, a memory that will probably
be shared by numerous freshmen.
That’s right, you guessed it! My encounter with the New South Cockroaches.
y
It began simply enough. My first
night on campus, and after a long
night of partying, I was ready for bed.
But first, I decided on a cool drink of
water. I pushed the button on the
water fountain, and to my amazement, out popped one rather large,
lively cockroach: The little devil accusingly stared at me right in the
eyes. He then proudly displayed his
little teeth and appeared to yawn, before scampering off behind the fountain. I was slightly too shaken to pursue, choosing instead a plan of re-

ah ion rs

treat,

hoping

to

regroup

for

a later

up, before beating down on the creature with all my might. I smashed two
glasses and a bottle, and still failed to
crunch the monster. The next day, as
I purchased a new toothbrush at
Saxa’s, I knew that the last night’s
confrontation was just the first of
many.
;
That weekend, before my roommate and I left for the beach, we
bought
two
cockroach
“hotels.”
When we returned on Sunday, both

were

filled, and

out,

in

my

sleepy

stupor,

why my sink looked like it was
moving. As my eyes slowly adjusted
to the light, I was horrified to discover a crowd of cockroaches playing
at the bottom of the sink. My scream
awoke the majority of the first floor
tenants, and one of them handed me
a bottle of Raid, which quickly made
use of, destroying every one of the
fearless little pests.
The next day, the room was exterminated. The stench was practically unbearable, butI was willing to endure anything to rid myself of my
enemy.
Unfortunately,
what
I
thought smelled like rotten fish the
cockroaches mistook for perfume.
They emerged in full force, swimming and splashing in the supposedly
lethal chemicals like people at a
beach. I asked the exterminator what
was happening, and he responded by
explained that the chemicals attracted the roaches, then killed them. He
further explained that sometimes the
roaches become immune to the killing action of the chemicals, but still
remain
attracted
to the smell. I
thanked him before kicking him out
of the room.
The cockroaches remained until
mid-November, when cold weather,
according

to

the

brilliant

extermina-

OYA

‘Too Much Fun
to Remember

I smiled, foolishly

thinking
that I had defeated the
roaches. That very night, asl lay in
bed sweating in the 80° heat, I got
up with the intention of splashing
my face with some cool water. I
switched on the light, but couldn’t

figure

by Mike Farrand — Ti

Michael Towle
2nd Place Winner

I will not easily forget the events
of my sophomore year. Many important things happened to me this year.
Getting a 4.0 average both semesters
was nice, as was earning my first million. But what could possibly top
winning a Rhodes scholarship? That
certainly was an achievement.
The year also had its touching mo-

these events will seem

trival in a few years, but for now they
seem to be just the things that made
my year extra-special.
Kurt Inderbitzen of Silver Spring,
MD (CAS ’82) will have a large pizza
once a month for a year at Uno’s
Pizzeria in Georgetown proper for
his first place essay. Michael Towle
of Albany, NY (CAS ’84) wins $5
of Hillary's ice cream for his second
place submission
to the Features
writing contest on what
will be
remembered
about academic year
1981-1982. Honorable mentions were
Scott
Butler
(SBA
’85),
Franca
Garguilo (SFS 84), and Phil Decosse
(CAS 84).

Spring Fever has struck the Hilltop and with all these warm

the Sneer

has been

nights,

missing

her

beauty sleep trying to keep up with
the activity.
Two Hoyettes found a novel way
to cool off last week. Anna Lisa Bren-

Florida-famous Lura. The Sneer has

heard that she
immensely. ..

enjoyed

AND NOW
FOR SOME SNEER

her work

BITS...

Freshman Tim Wood has been
known to pop cherry “tomatoes” in
the most unlikely places and in the

nan and Pam Primora were spotted

most delightful way. Audrey Hogan

‘frolicking in the Watergate fountain
with two male cohorts. Unfortunately, the Sneer could not find out

is “prepping” for her move to Darien,
Connecticut. Seen recently modeling her new wardrobe including 5
Ralph Lauren Polo shirts, Top-siders
with holes (repaired by the latest in
Preppy tape), 2 pairs of walking
shorts, and topped with that ever
famous chapeau.

whether these junior Esther Williamses were wearing the latest
styles in swimwear . . . if anything at
all,

At a Center Café manager's dinner last Thursday, it seems former
personnel
manager Claire Mauboussin received a copy of the book
A Dieter's Guide to Weight Loss.
The Sneer wonders who Ms. Mauboussin will choose to help her slim
down—perhaps a tall, strawberryblonde junior who works at the Café?

The Sneer wishes all good Hoyas
a fun-filled summer and good luck
at exams. After the last bit of verg
conjugation, the Sneer will be jetting off to the Continent, the Middle
East, Nantucket (Doesn't everybody

The Sneer is thinking of shedding

Walt Cramer-willing, more tidbits for

some pounds to get ready for the
summer season too.

go there?), and points tres chic.
Sneer will return in September with,
all gossip-starved ears . . .

°

ments. My private audience with the
Pope indeed was a spiritually uplifting
event. Receiving ‘a standing ovation
from the Joint Session of Congress
for outstanding
civic achievement
was flattering. But can I go on? I
sometimes wonder if all of these
events will remain in my memory fifteen years from now. Is receiving the
Nobel Prize for Peace truly something
memorable? When I’m old and senile,
an I more likely to remember my appointment
to the Supreme Court
(which I declined after convincing

4

—The HOYA

I suppose

rolled

The kissing booth at the Carnival
this weekend was manned by the

Chief Justice Burger not to resign
and leave a vacancy on the bench),

or the Emmy Award?
The year also had its disappointments. For example, when I was

backstage

before

the

42

Farrand

I carefully

SNEER

2

by Mike

Kurt Inderbitzin

which

25

magazine,

3

attack. After a few minutes, I settled
down, and decided to forget the
whole incident. I then walked to my
sink and opened the medicine cabinet with the intention of brushing
my teeth. Apparently, Mr. Cockroach
had already decided on this course of
action, for there he sat on the very
bristles of my toothbrush. I was, to
say the least, rattled, but I stayed
calm enough to slowly reach for a

was what I would call a “bummer.”
The friendships I made this year
will deeply touch me for the remainder of my earthly existance. How could
I forget those nights sipping Perrier
with Ron and Nancy? Or tennis with
Chrissy E.? The private partiesI threw
at Rive Gauche for Bo Derek, Senator and Mrs. Kennedy, Henry Fonda
and Katherine Hepburn, and the darling Miss Olivia Newton-John indeed
brought me much closer to these already dear friends.

2
x

Contest Winners
Cockroache

tor, wiped them out. I, however, do
not
agree,
1 | picture
all
‘the
cockroaches gathering together deep
below the cafeteria, sitting around a
big table, discussing in secrecy their
future attacks.

Miss America

Pageant, I only got 49 dates. What
exactly Miss Utah had against me I
don’t know. Being unable to study
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra
because of the thumb I sprained falling off the deck of my yacht in the
Caribbean really tore my heart apart.

And missing the world’s record for
the mile that afternoon atop Yates

[

-
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Picture Perfect Year
by Mike Farrand, Features Editor
History registered on film brings it to life
again for everyone. Reborn through these
fourteen photographs are the best memories of
the 1981-82 academic year. The pictures hopefully capture the spirit and optimism that
abounded throughout this most eventful time.

From slideshows to basketball, video machines
to track, and student politics to solar power, the

enthusiasm for life and the future shines in the
achievements and the expressions of the stu-

dents, faculty and administrators. It’s enough
to make even the least-spirited Hoya on campus
warm with nostalgia.

THREE ALL-AMERICAN SENIORS carried the Blue and Gray to various honors in 1981-82. Eric “Sleepy” Floyd
of Gastonia, NC (CAS '82) was chosen First Team All-American in appreciation for the sparkling court abilities
that brought the Hoyas within one point of the NCAA Championship. “Sleepy” earned well over 2,000 points for

the team throughout his college career. Olympian John Gregorek of Northport, NY (CAS '82) requires an extra
page to list his track achievements fully but this All-American runner's most worthy honors this year include: Big
East Champion

in the 800 meters,

world

class steeplechaser,

member

of several

title-winning

relay teams

including the prestigious Penn Relays, and the NCAA indoor track championships. Jim Corcoran from Potomac,

by Mike

Farrand —The

HOY A

MD (SBA '82) was chosen Player of the Year by the DC Football Officials Association and named to the Division I11

All-American football team. All three plan to devote their substantial talents to future sports careers, professional
or otherwise.

SMILE YOU'RE ON HOYASCOPE! Ana Marie “Nana”
Salazar

from

Miami,

FL

('83)

imported

a Babson

by Mike Farrand—The HOYA

College idea to Georgetown in September which
launched her and her slideshow to instant celebrity
status. Nana enjoyed showing her 1,700 candid shots

by Mike Farrand— The HOYA

of Hoyas in Healy basement: “It was fun meeting
people, and they seem to enjoy it. | think it has added
school spirit which gives me a good feeling.”

JOKE STUDENT GOVERNMENT CANDIDATES
MARDIKS AND PEREZ led the student body through
a turbulent year.

questionable popular response. Conclusion of their

Bill Scannell of Milton, MA (SBA '82), and the founder, John Federico of
Buffalo, NY (CAS 82) who only wished to express their disbelief over the
hullaballoo caused by the Gay People of Georgetown’s suit against the
Administration. “We only wanted to create a memorial to our senior year,”

states Federico innocently, “We were really surprised by the public outcry
and the editorials in the paper. It was all meant to be a joke.”

term in office was marked by an election scandal
unmatched in past years for incompetence and mal-

MOTHER THERESA WILL SPEAK at this year's graduation ceremony, hopefully
arresting the champagne spraying ritual which has become part of the Hoya conception

feasance. Steve Mardiks (at top) resigned his post

of Commencement. Father Healy has vowed that the 1983 Commencement will be
conducted separately by academic school unless these “shouting, upper-middle

appointing Danny Eaton (at bottom) as Vice-Presi-

class white kids,” stop rdemonsirating their social status by spraying the landscape
with champagne.”

dent. With the support of his mother, Eaton was later
elected student senator.
io

prematurely in supposed reaction to public criticism,

THE '82 SENIOR WEEK COMMITTEE,
DIXIE LIQUORS AND

SENIOR WEEK

~ CONGRATULATE
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issues such as tuition cost

board, and the “Sullivangate” airfare scandal were
all handled with characteristic humor, but met with

group which shook the student body’s sense of social freedom this spring.
What started out as a joke by (I-r) Tom McCreary of Beaver, PA (CAS '82),
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Major

increases, closed Senate meetings, the publications

“WE STRAIGHT PEOPLE OF GEORGETOWN ADVOCATE all activities
which promote straightness and the American way.” Baseball, hot dogs,
apple pie, and Chevrolet exemplify the stated values of this “macho”
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PROUD
FATHERS OF THE INTERCULTURAL
CENTER stand in the newly refurbished Galleria
which will host the Diplomatic Ball tonight. Father J.
Donald Freeze, University Provost (left) and SFS
Dean Peter Krogh (right) are justifiably positive about
the $30 million Edward B. Bunn, S.J., ICC building
named for one of Georgetown’s most distinguished
Presidents, who once stated that “direction will come

y Mike Farrand— The HOYA

from the universities and their foresight and ingenuity

VIDEO MACHINES ARRIVED a Healy Basement
with the appointment of Pat Metz as director of the
University Center. The revenues accrued from her
project have subsequently given us a program room,
a handsome
TV room, an art gallery and a completely
redecorated Healy basement. It appears that Marty
Bollinger’s statement that Pat's appointment was like
“killing a fly with a sledgehammer” was prophetically
accurate.

will be their best guarantee of continuing independ-

A
r

I's
by Mike Farrand— The HOYA

WOMEN IN POWER. Despite GU’s conservative image, its Jesuit tradition and the relatively recent move to
coeducation, women largely hold the positions of power at Georgetown. (I-r) Suzy Gallagher, outgoing Editor-in-

Chief of the Voice; Susan Waterman, Editor-in-Chief of the HOYA; Kelly Reilly, Managing Editor, HOYA; Patrice
Alexander, Student Activities Commission Chairman; Jeanette Farrell, incoming Editor-in-Chief, Voice; the
SNEER (according to CIA files); Sheila Teimourian, Managing Editor, Ye Domesday Booke; Jeanine Potter,
Editor, Ye Domesday Booke; and last but certainly not least, Monica_ Medina, Student Body President.

ence.” Energy self-sufficiency may derive from this
solar-powered architectural marvel and the academic
world will benefit from this dynamic shift toward
intercultural learning that combines languages, cultures, histories, ethnic beliefs and international
viewpoints. President Bunn’s words clearly presaged

the accomplishment of these two men.

by Mike

Farrand —The

HOYA

HEARTS OF ATHLETES lie behind the unassuming demeanor of College juniors Suzanne Kuhlman (I) and Pia
Palladino (r). Hailing from Fort Mitchell, KY, Suzanne has overpowered the Division Il tennis circuit winning all 47

gL

Sa
oY Bill Aotr

versity

by Suzi Gallagher— The

Photo

THE

transports her All-American net talents to Regionals as the tournament's first seeded player. Her abilities may
catapult her above the National Semi-Final rung she’s reached in recent years. Pia, from Italy but living now in
Huntington, NY, enjoys honors which would require more space than is available here. Principal achievements
for this All-American include winning D.C.’s 10K Moving Comfort Roadrace for the second year, and earning an

what may be the story of the year: the Georgetown'’s

DELTA PHI EPSILON IS BACK in partying form after

men’s

the NCAA

a summer-long administrative ban on their outlandish

finals, held in Bayou City in March. Probably the
most visible Hoya was freshman Pat Ewing, chosen
Big East Rookie of the Year, and honorable mention
All-American. John Thompson was named USBWA
Coach of the Year.

social behavior. Although they are again in hot water
over a minor drug scandal involving a pledge, Paul
Salnikow, the chapter president is not phased. “It
doesn’t really matter,” says he, ‘because as long as

individual title in the NCAA District ll cross country competition for which she won All East Honors. Deak-Perrera

precious metal experts have warned these foommates that meltdown and sale of their trophy case would cause a
guteon the Iegional gold and bronze:markets.!
gua
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sex and liquor last there's gonna be Delta Phi.”

ARS EL

“OUR NEW CLASSIC
SPORTSHIRT WITH THE
EXCLUSIVE G.U.SHOP LOGO

hp

If you like the Lacoste shirt, you will love our new
all combed cotton knit shirt with the unique
Georgetown University Shop logo depicting the
original Old North Building of Georgetown University. Short sleeves, available in white, navy,
red, yellow, mint green, pink, melon & strawberry.
Sizes S, M, L, XL. Priced at $25.
?

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

ESTABLISHED

1930

Georgetown University Shop
¥

1248 - 36th Street, N.W., in Georgetown and Chevy Chase Center in Chevy Chase
Georgetown 337-8100
Chevy Chase 656-4004 Store Hours: Georgetown 9:30 to 5:45 Daily, including Saturdays.

i

Voice

of her singles matches while dropping only two sets in three years of college competition. Next week she

Free Parking adjacent to our stores.
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Dance Theater Shows Multifaceted Talent
by Louise Hinnant
HOYA

Staff Writer

The choreography of Karen Bernstein, Director of the Georgetown
Dance Theater (GDT), and student
dancers was presented by GDT in
Dance Gallery, performed April 29May 2. Dance Gallery is an annual
performance
designed to give the
dance group members and qualified
dancers who are not members of the
group an opportunity to display their
talent.
“Intertwine” began the program.
Choreographed by Ms. Bernstein and
accompanied by Pachelbel’s Canon in
D Major, it was one of the two
dances which included all nine dance
group members.
Following “Intertwine” was “The Group” —also choreographed by Ms. Bernstein—a threepart dance which included the characters of “The Individual,” “The Follower,” and “The Dreamer,” each of
which gave the dancers more space
for personal expression than most
dances allow.
“Two-way”. which Ms. Bernstein
choreographed
for Deborah Firsty
and Rey Quintana was a beautiful example of Firsty’s and Quintana’s ability to convey a sense of personal ease
and comfort on the stage. “Inorout,”
the other dance presented to include
all the group members, was also choreographed by Ms. Bernstein to music
by Joe Sample, and highlighted the
group’s ability to move together at a
demanding jazz pace.
The student choreography of the
second
half of the
performance

began with “Chariots of Fire,” choreographed
by five Georgetown students. The five girls, who are independent dancers, not in GDT, displayed an obviously high level of
competence in dance with their primarily balletic choreography.
Deborah First and Nancy Kurilla
performed ‘“Africano,” choreographed
by Melissa Cline, last ‘year’s director,
and themselves. The piece was an excellent example of rhythmic jazz carried off in stylish perfection. “Don’t
Make Me Wait,” choreographed by
Lloyd Howlett of :GDT and Mona
Washington and Brenda Fannin, independent
dancers, was a fantastic
combination
of modern, jazz and
personal styles. Costumed in red and
black and wearing ‘punk’ sunglasses,

these

three

dancers

performed

in an

offbeat style not often seen.
To top off the performance was
“Olympics,” choreographed by Rey
Quintana and performed by Quintana and four other dancers. This
dance, which included such traditional aspects of the Olympics as the
lighting of the olive branch and the
Olympic torch, performed through
dance,
presented
an
enormous
amount of climactic athletic energy.
Dance Gallery exhibited a wide
range of dance techniques and consistently delivered a top-notch execution of each style. Probably few students and faculty are aware that such
excellent

opportunities

exist

to

see

Georgetown students perform quality. dance at very reasonable prices.

Florimbi’s Work ‘‘Stunning’’
Paul Sutphin
HOYA

Associate Editor

The state of the arts at Georgetown
is less than wonderful; this said, it is
even more remarkable that a wonderful show like the one that opened
Monday in the, ahem, Healy 'basement gallery can take place.
The
fifth in an ongoing series of thesis
exhibits, - artist
David
Florimbi’s
pastels and paintings have drawn
many admiring Hoyas into the Center Cafe’s cultured neighbor,
And rightly so. Florimbi’s works,
ten chalk pastel drawings and two
oil paintings, are subtly stunning.
The pastels, in particular, are senuous

and

luxurious;

impressionistic

figure drawings composed in color
and tone accented by an occassional
bold line, the drawings are of two
distinct though related styles.
Five of the compositions empha- *
size bright colors--aquamarines, oranges,
reds, and
blues—overlaying
and highlighting the figures underneath. The fluid color transitions
enliven the rendered forms, giving
them a fullness and texture that have
made them popular with gallery-goers.
The true stars of the show are the five larger pastels rendered in muted
colors, rich earth tones on dark
backgrounds highlighted with touches
of

bright

pastel.

These

accents

are

well-integrated into the works’ overall
designs.

Tartuffe (left) tries to tempt an unwitting dupe.

Tartuffe: An Impostor For A Play
by Gil Tenzer
HOYA

Staff Writer

Tartuffe, the fourth in a series of
CBS-Kennedy
Center
co-sponsored
productions, is both entertaining and
different in its approach, yet falls
short of the mark in final analysis.
British author Simon Ward is successful in “modernizing” Moliere’s classic
play while staying relatively true to
the source. The small cast features
four Tony Award winners: Bernard
Hughes, Carole Shelly, Fritz Weaver
and Brian Bedford, who is also directing the play. (Bedford won a best actor Tony award for his performance in
the 1971
production of Moliere’s

School for Wives.)

:

an object of ridicule than fear on the
part of the audience. Barnard Hughes’
portrayal of Orgon, the middle-aged
nobleman who falls under Tartuffe’s
spell, is somewhat more credible, yet
fails to solicit any real sympathy from
the audience. Fritz Weaver's great talent is wasted as he walks through his
lines as Cleante, the spokesman of the
good life. The one exception is the
superb acting by Barbara Bryne as the
big-mouthed, big-hearted maid.
“Tartuffe” was initially banned for
five years (1664-69)
before King
Louis the XIV authorized its production. The controversy surrounding the
play was due to its vicious attack on
religion and its exposure of clerical
hypocricy.
Tartuffe is the ultimate fraud, a
devil who assumes the guise of a saint.
He weasels his way into the household and family of the aging nobleman, Orgon, who is going through a
middle-age crisis exacerbated by his
recent remarriage to the young and

One would expect that, given a
great script with an equally impressive
cast and an able director, this production would be a great theatrical
triumph, but it isn’t. While the production is thoroughly entertaining, indeed, at times hilarious, it fails to
reach any real depth. The characters "beautiful Elmire (Carole Shelly). In
his confusion, Orgon turns to religion
are for the most part dull and one
and is taken, rather obsessed, by Tardimensional.
Bedford’s Tartuffe is
tuffé a conniving religious charlatan.
purely evil, so much so that he is more

The scoundrel proceeds to try to seduce his benefactor’s wife, marry his
daughter and appropriate his wealth,
all this with the blessing of the deceived Orgon.
Through deception, Tartuffe presents himself as the very manifestation
of virtue, an ascetic, non-materialistic,

God-loving man. Yet his actions show
him to be the epitome of evil, a man
who uses the name of God to advance .
his own materialistic interests as he
constantly exclaims the ultimate rejoinder: “His will be done.” Despite
repeated warnings from his family and
friends, Orgon is blind to Tartuffe’s
real nature and plays right into the
villain’s hands. Tartuffe is nearly successful in his exploits but his plans are
foiled through a strange (and poorly
explained) twist of events. Virtue has
once again triumphed over evil and
everyone lives happily ever after.
Tartuffe is enjoyable, however it
is not a great play. Considering the
fact finals are coming and a good ticket cost in the neighborhood of twentty dollars, you may want to skip this
one. Tartuffe is playing through May
29th-at-the Eisenhower Theater.
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Anniversary Ball

Whatever you do, pour it on. Build up aburning thirst, then
cool it with ice, cold Dos Equis imported beer. Dos Equis.
Uncommon from its rich, amber color to a big, bold taste
no other beer can match.

So why settle for ordinary when you can have extraordinary: amber Dos Equis or golden Dos Equis Special Lager.

DOS EQU

THE UNCOMMON IMPORT.

Tonight, 8:30 p.m. Grand Ball Room

Key Bridge Marriott Arlington

Amber & Special Lager

$10 contribution

(You May Purchase

Tickets at the Door]

For Further Information
Call the Alumni House
625-4016
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ertainment
S&G Take A

Paul

Simon

lack

of interest

tune, characterizes
in a more

Art’s

permanent

reunion. Paul’s originals, more popular with the audience, met with greater

success.

His guitar

and

voice

were

Nostalgic

Trip.
choice morsels throughout. Although Paul’s technique has always
been merely adequate, what separates
him from the thousand other singing
hopefuls is good taste. Without compromise, Paul Simon naturally suits
the pop format and, like Paul McCartby Jay Wasserman
ney, he leads consistently to a quali-.
HOYA Staff Writer
ty product with mass appeal.
Our urgent desire to categorize experiences often obscures life’s unSimon and Garfunkel have been
certainty by making it appear the we
summoned to posterity for providing
know more about the world around
unforgettable melodies with sensitive
us than we actually do. Because Paul
lyrics. Paul Simon’s songs are deSimon and Art Garfunkel have never
servedly represented in many college
adhered to any strict format, their
introduction to poetry texts. His spemusic has always left listeners incial ability to grasp recurring Ameritrigued, trying in vain to concoct
can themes such as war (‘Sounds of
some formal musical description. SiSilence”)
or
contemporary
manmon and Garfunkel are not exactly
balladeers, nor are they exactly rock
and rollers. They both culled their
styles from many sources, and together effected a sound as unique as
any in pop history.
At The Concert in Central Park,
Simon and Garfunkel reunite for a
free performance to upwards of 400,000 enthusiastic fans. Their show on
September 19, 1981 offered the gigantic crowd some memorable moments, including music from the other’s
solo albums. The LP lately released
Warner
Brothers
to record this spectacle gives the unThe 60's come to life.
acquainted listener a good introducwoman relationships (“Fifty Ways to
tion to Simon and Garfunkel’s music
Leave Your Lover’) enables the genand provides devotees with a pleasing
eral public to identify with his songs.
souvenir. Most of the cuts selected
Since the duo disbanded, Paul has
‘for this double-album are classics, for
maintained his mass appeal without
instance: “Mrs. Robinson,” ‘“‘Scarborough
Fair,”
and
“Bridge
Over
neglecting quality on many solo LPs.
Troubled Water.” The final recording
Art Garfunkel, because he lacks songmix, considering the urban setting,
writing skill, has been limited to a cult:
rings clear and accessible.
following. The two do not anticipate
Despite the music’s attractiveness,
a studio album together, and the persome
major
drawbacks
persist
formance at Central Park last Septhroughout the collection. Although
tember assures us that only coercion
palpable to the ear, the backing musicould produce such an LP. This live
cians do not improvise well together;
album is streamlined and controlled
they are exacting in technique but
enough for Top-40 airplay, yet no
strictly unoriginal. I thought I heard
tune stands out as a successful single.
tinges of Steely Dan, those over-cool
The
medley
“Kodachrome/
technicians of high-rock fame. Then I
Mabelline” rocks out most (‘“Mabelchecked the credits and discovered
line”
is
an
old
Chuck
Berry
many of the performers on this live
and shows the band in appreciable
album in fact play for Steely Dan.
form, but the singing is too pallid to
(Steve Gadd, Richard Tee). In addicatch most ears. Looking forward to
* tion, Art Garfunkel’s performance
more Paul Simon originals or back to
seemed apathetic. He shone only on
greatest-hits compilations will keep
“Scarborough Fair” and “A Heart in
the aficionado abreast. You cannot
New York,” the token Garfunkel
pigeonhole
Simon
and Garfunkel.
original. Certainly his introduction to
Their best work rises to the pinnacle
“A Heart in New York,” almost the
of
contemporary
music,
at
once
charming and spiritual.
only song in the show that’s not a

Back To 60’s

Sir John Gielgud, Academy Award Winner
sms

© Bern Schwartz

Sir Lawrence strikes a pensive pose.

Photo Show At K-Cen
by Pat Singer

HOYA Staff Writer
Do you faint at the sight of Barishinov? Does Clark Gable stare down
at you from your bedroom wall? Do
you appreciate Arthur Rubinstein?
If you
enjoy
the
performing
artists, and seek to become acquainted with them off-stage as well as on,
be sure to visit the portrait photography exhibit at the Kennedy Center
Library before you leave for the summer.
Bern Schwartz (1914-1978) board
chairman and principal shareholder of
Sherman Clay Company, the world’s
largest keyboard retail chain, turned
to photography during the last few
years of his life. When'he died in 1978
he left behind a legacy.
Distinguished art critic Lord Kenneth
Clark,
wrote
of Schwartz’s

works, “I believe that the historian of
England in the 1979’s will find these
photographs an invaluable guide to
the intellectual history of the time;
meanwhile, we can enjoy them: as
wholly admirable examples of the art
of photography.”
The personalities featured in this
small, and therefore easily digested
exhibit, jump from their frams. The
vivid portraits of these eminent individuals even appear larger-than-life.
Among

those

featured

at the

exhibit

are: Alistaire Cooke, television and
radio performer and journalist; Sir
John Gielgud, actor; Rudolf Nureyev,
ballet dancer; Andres Segovia, Spanish
concert guitarist; and Arthur Rubinstein, pianist.
The exhibit, located on the top
floor of the Kennedy Center, is open
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m., and Wednesdays and Fridays 10 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

© Bern Schwartz

Margot Fonteyn, Prima Ballerina, through Bern Schwartz's lens.
ER.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Review of Pippin appearing last week in
this section was written by Ray Quintana, not Don Murphy as was

mistakenly indicated. Please excuse the error.

ATTENTION
REF RIGERATOR REN TERS

All refrigerators rented
from the GU Crew must be

returned on Mon., May 10:
® 10:00 a.m.—12:00 noon: St. Mary's steps

© 11:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m.: Quad (behind
Dahlgren)

® 12:00 noon—2:00 p.m.: East Campus
Courtyard
Deposits will be refunded only tipon return
of a clean, dry, defrosted refrigerator.

RESERVE ROOMS
NOW FOR
OTF ON GUESTS.
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WEEKENDS

discount pass *Walking distance to Metro °Free drink
with dinner

Taxes and gratuities not included

Your friends and relatives
visiting for graduation exercises can be close to you and

ee

sm
ty

py

everything else Washington has to offer for only
$25 per person, per night.
They’ll enjoy our spacious
GRAMERCY
EXECUTIVE

ODA
RTL

> PER PERSON, PER NIGHT

«Complementary wine upon check-in *Souvenir guide
book with map °Free in-hotel parking *Tourmobile

rooms,

pools, great dining

and lounges. Graduation is
a day to remember. Make it
a night to remember, too.

2%

Stair
We're keeping excellence affordable.

INN 1616 Rhode Island Aven., N.W. Washington
(202) 347-9550 (800) 424-5152
HOUSE 1515 Rhode Island Aven., N.W. Washington
(202) 232-7000 (800) 424-2461

© Bern Schwartz
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JOHN MILIS
... OLIVER STONE BASIL POLEDOURIS EDWARD SUMMER D. CONSTANTINE CONTE ...EDWARD R. PRESSMAN
BUZZ FEITSHANS ... RAFFAELLA DE LAURENTIIS JOHN MILIUS
ai
[original
Soundtrack on MCA Records and Tapes|

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

SEE
©

SEL

leh laiany
So

R

RESTRICTED

&>

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT

OR ADULT

GUARDIAN

STARTS FRIDAY MAY 14TH AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
CHECK DAILY NEWSPAPERS FOR LOCATIONS AND SHOWTIMES

feFei

ee

listed in W.H.Q. Direct inquiries to:
University of Dominica
16 West 32 Street,

z

lives up to his unofficial title as the
band’s “Ambassador of Funk.” Stephen Bladd rams out the Geils’ beat
and provides back-up vocals along
with Justman. A major curiosity is
Magic Dick, a fuzzy-haired harmonica
wizard who belies the claim that the

New York, N.Y. 10001.

GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, Inc.
PRESENTS

:

STUDENT TRAVEL TO SUNNY & HISTORICAL
FOR 2

TURKEY
WEEKS (Double Occupancy)

$799.00
DEPARTURES:

June 15 — June 29 — July 13
July 27 — Aug. 17 — Aug. 31

TOUR
INCLUDES:

1 Week accommodations in ISTANBUL — with Breakfast

pee

1 Week accommodations in KUSADASI

(L. to R.) Peter Wolf-vocals; Seth Justman-keyboards & vocals; Magic
Dick-harmonica & sax; J. Geils-guitars; Daniel Klein-bass & flex-bass;
Stephen Bladd-drums & vocals.
harp has fost its place in rock.
Right from the beginning of the
show, one can sense electricity in the
air (among other substances). Good

times

are infectious, and J. Geils’

party music is specifically designed
to insure that the mood stays right.
Wolf bounced around the stage (often
leapfrogging like Kermit on speed),
with his trademark dark glasses giving
him the appropriate look of'cooocol
that he desires. He displayed a remarkable vocal range and an ability
to spew out line after line of conWolf’s editorializing was especially
interesting because it revealed a serious side underneath the bouncy music and .party-hardy image. Lengthy

ARTBLAKEY &THE
JAZZ

MESSENGERS

BILLY JOEL
TURNST

So Goodbye Trl ood
I've Loved These Days/James
Miami 2017 (Seen the lights go out on Broadway)

the

stage, Wolf

intros included attacks agains the
Moral Majority (“Men in three-piece
suits with three-piece shoes, threepiece hair, and three-piece minds”),
Reagan, U.S. policy, land the state of
society in general.
Most of the show was of a lighter
nature, however. Wolf knew he wasn’t
playing in front of a Clash crowd, and
politics in music is hardly de rigeur at
the present time. People came to have
a rocking and dancing party, and
that’s what he was there to give them.
The concert’s light show was wild.
From eerie and foreboding sets during
“River Bli.'dness,” to dizzying and
blinding on.
"me of the more raucous tunes, t
lighting accented the
intended feel ..g of each individual

babble. They

each responded with a

short solo. At the end, they formed a
human pyramid with Justman nearly
falling off the top.
Before
walking
offstage,
Geils
flicked his guitar pick into the audience. We were sitting about 60 feet
away, directly in front of the stage.
Incredibly, the pick hit my friend in
the chest. I hope that he hangs on to
it. It could be that this band will be‘come, as critics predicted in 1968,
America’s
answer
to the Rolling
Stones.

providing the opportunity for the student

majoring in another subject area

Love OLTIG

a FueriioDalHime

Unie Sea Whars Commadouty

to study the language, history; and

institutions of the Arab World
For further information, contact:

Dr. John Ruedy, Chairman

EIV lrdlION4 | GLI | FUR EMI | RO

_

WEMARE
THEDRACTICEOLF

DENTISTRY

ATTRACTIVE
We make the practice of dentistry
attractive and we need qualified dentists
to maintain the dental health of
Air Force personnel. Professional and

personal benefits are hard to match.

An excellent retirement plan.
Thirty days of paid vacation each year.

UPER

ou Tedular ori ce!

(ll CBS BECORDS including these greats.
BUD POWELL
including:
Ruby, My Dear/ There Will Never Be Another You
Monk's Mood/Thelonious/Off Minor

never

THE CERTIFICATE
OF ARAB STUDIES

REN CEG

A PORTRAIT OF THELONIOUS

was

off. In fact, one couple sang along
with their arms wrapped around him
until the security guards dragged them
backstage.
The band seemed to have as good
a time as the crowd. They played
four encores, two of which seemed
quite spontaneous, and Wolf introduced each band member with an enthusiastic
stream
of unintelligible

Program of Arab Studies
Center for Contemporary Arab Studies
625-3070

af Sins

still

Naa

HARD BOP

Cranky Spanky/Stella By Starlight
My Heart Stood Still/Little Melonae
Stanley's Stiff Chickens

ATH

newfound

at Undergraduate and Graduate levels

Santanal Caravanserai

ILES

on

announces

For further information and reservation call

iE

and

CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARAB STUDIES

(Ephesus) —

GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, INC.
New York
(212) 581-1412/3
Boston
(617) 969-3315
Other States
(800) 223-6778

Geils

one to run away from or push them

Transfer with public buses Istanbul — Kusadasi — Istanbul
(Single Supplement — $100.00)
*

the

Company

ed up

Half Board

et

on the rise. Despite
stardom,

haven’t lost touch with’ their fans.
Though several drunken fans clamber-

tinuous dialogue sans punctuation.

(Incl. Charter Airfare)

ATTRA

ATR

Now accepting applications for study leading to
degree in both Medical and Veterinary Medicine.
Courses taught in English. Program under guidance
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum.
Transfer students accepted. Semester begins July and
November 1982. We are an accredited school and

“Till

FRR TSE

nl

“Sanctuary,”

™

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

Stones).

Fg

A

“University of Dominica

Rolling

The Walls Come Tumbling Down,”
“Love Stinks,” “Centerfold,” ‘Piss
On The Wall,” and “Freeze-Frame,”
all prove that this is a band that is still

i

THE

Predictably, the songs that drew
the biggest response were the most recent ones (in direct contrast to the

ae

nel (since the addition of Seth Just-

‘in front of him as the band jammed.

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND

THE ASBURY JUKES

THIS TIME IT’S FOR REAL
including:
1 Ain't Got The Fever No More /Check Mr. Popeye

Without Love/This Time It's For Real
Love

On

The

Wrong Side Of Town

And these are just a few of the
fringe benefits. Find out what all of
our benefits are. You'll be under no
obligation, of course.

BLUE OYSTER CULT
SECRET TREATIES
including:

For complete information, contact:

Career Of Evil/ Dominance And Submission
ME 262/Flaming Telepaths/Astronomy

Lt. Steve Cargill

(301) 981-3284

The Air Force. A great way of life.

—

The J. Geils Band may not ever
equal the Rolling Stones in fame or
fortune, but this does not deter them
. from cranking out one of the best

LS

man in 1968), and have never altered

Entertainment Editor

song. The greatest effect came when
strobe lights engulfed the stage in
quick staccatto bursts, creating the
perfect ‘“‘Freeze-Frame” effect. Wolf
grabbed a white ribbon and waved it

ARES

around today. The band’s R&B-based
musical onslaught and brilliant light

HOYA

their basic philosophy: That having a
damn good partying time is the best
way to live your life.
Though there were lean times for
the band in the 70’s, they struck gold
in 1978 with Sanctuary, again in ‘80
with the superb Love Stinks, and
Freeze-Fame, their triumphant 1981
release, went platinum. It took 14
years for Geils to go from bars to soldout arenas; after witnessing the band’s
stage show, one has to wonder why it
didn’t happen sooner.
They certainly have the talent. The
band is fronted by the utterly irrepressible Peter Wolf, whose vocals,
moves, and unrelenting jive babble
drive audiences wild, He also co-writes
many of their songs with Seth Justman, key boardist, producer, and
principal songwriter. J. Geils is an excellent and understated guitarist who
makes the perfect state complement
to Wolf. Danny Klein, bassist and
head partier, (who stood out in a
flaming red tuxedo and black hat),

»

rock and roll stage shows of any band

show
left the April 30th Capital
Centre crowd dazzled.
J. Geils have been around since
1967, at which time they were belting
Stones-style R&B and blues in small
clubs. Since then, they have only
barely changed their musical approach
(it is now a bit more commercially accessible), have never changed person-

by Chris Midura
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As graduation approaches the HOYA faces the imminent loss of its erstwhile political cartoonist, Paul Sutphin, who has been with us since the spring
of his freshman year.
:
Paul created the now-defunct “Al Gator’’ during his sophomore year, and
has concentrated on editorial cartoons since that time, Jeff McNally, creator
of the comic strip ““Shoe’” and Don Wright of the Miami Herald are his favor-
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ALRIGHT;J GATOR, SUCK THAT 6U
IN{— ‘STick THAT CHEST out #/\E

KAVEH

ARCRCN FETS M5
ARMY [5 A US spy Mii

DN

200, MISTER

YOU COLLEGE-BOYS ARE ALL PANSIES
ISHT THAT RIGHT,

CLOWNING.

REMEMBER - THE IRAQIS vei

—

ite political cartoonists.

{

After receiving his degree from the School of Foreign Service, Paul will
pursue graduate work in international relations and law; but he adds, “I plan
to do some graphic arts to supplement by sure-to-be-meager income."
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Rajavi Promises Democracy

FY

continued from page 1

REIT

Khomeini because we do not refuse
the West in all its artistic, historical

/

and

technological

totality.

We

refuse

colonial‘relations.

Q. What

about spetific] economic

policies of NCR? Do you know of
any specific things which would be
changed?
A. You know that usually a program does not go so deep in detail.
But about the policy: I said, and I repeat, we do not want to be isolated
from the external world. We refuse
the reactionary doctrine of Khomeini
and we must deal with all the world.
We have only one reservation—to not
be colonized and to be respected in
our

independence.

I mean,

we do not

refuse economic relations, that is not
a real economic policy. But are you
willing to be respectful to my independence? To respect a democratic
independent, nonaligned Iran?
Q. What are your positions as to
the USSR, the USA and the Third
World of developing nations?
A. We must avoid any errors in
the history of another nation. We
must be respectful as to international
peace and cooperation. We

must

ourselves

from

Tudeh,

world is divided into “West” and
“East.” But Khomeini is living in a
pre-capitalist period, in the Middle
Ages. So if you’re talking about a
certain individual, or if you’re speak-

is not a thing of appearances.

al crisis of this regime at this point of

the year. But some of them are proWestern, some of them are pro-Eastern. But for me it’s not as serious.

ing | about the totality af (the, (Kho

Why?

scribe

seek a foreign backing.

Q. How do you interpret Islam
democratically? Especially since the
Shi’ite teaching of Islam has usually
been distorted in an anti-democratic
way?
A.It’s better to ask how to put
what Khomeini has done in the history of Iran. For 15 centuries, we had
Islam in our country. We were living
with Jews and Christians and there
was

no

oppression.

Because for being attached to

West and East at least you must live
in a world, at a certain time when the

meini)

regime,

present

it isénot living in the

century

it as

part

and

you

cannot

de-

of

the

Eastern

or

. Western world. It is before all these
things.

3

BIRD...

2

TYPING

The real clergy of

© 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Another example is the recent history of the world. So, when we began with the resistance, we crushed

Serving Washington's Student Community Since 1978

important figures. The crisis is reflected inside the regime. I mean the
contradictions between the people
inside the regime reflect themselves
inside the country as many socioeconomic problems. Now the regime

The Ability Group

Baw

20251 St., N.W.

659-7676 or 223-0808

Suite 810

MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENINGS
3
=

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR DENTAL SCHOOLS
“eo LOANS AVAILABLE
eo INTERVIEWS BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY
For further details and/or appointment call

the

Dr. Manley (716) 882-2803

* Permanent Centers open
evenings and weekends.

days,

¢ Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltimé staff.
* Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
* Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

continue

over

study

at

any

of

100 centers.

our

3

COURSES

AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH
& BIO ® MAT « PCAT
« OCAT © VAT
= TOEFL
MSKP
* NMB « VQE
ECFMG
© FLEX © NDB
« NLE

P wa

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

‘
|

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

244-1456

|

4201 Connecticut Ave, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20008

RESTAURANT
LOUNGE

Perms $25.

|

Highlights $30.
Summer’s Directions:

;

e Warm Weather Refresher Cuts

Hours: 5p.m.-12a.mMONDAY NITE FOOTBALL
ONT.V.

‘@ Hair that’s short or simply
shorter
e Perms that never tell
e Sun Kissed Highlights

Offering 2 Great Specials

od

x

e Perms that are curly

:

50% Off does not pertain to carry-out service

JUST BRING YOUR STUDENT.D.!

=

$10.00 Minimum.
+ Offer Good 6 p.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
1901 Ft. Myer Drive / 524-1904
CARRYOUT SERVICE AVAILABLE!

:
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Se,

200, Ving

%4, “cy,

The Professionals
Tuesday-Friday, 9-7
Saturday, 9-5
Sunday-Monday, 10-6

966-7780
4332 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Across From Armands

sy

Mondays & Saturdays 50% off your pizza
.

™

Fantastic May Special

WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

|

* Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
+ Voluminous home-study materials
constantly, updated by researchers expert in their field.
e Opportunity to transfer to and

Join our “Early Bird” and
Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your Fall 1982 Exams

TEST PREPARATION

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN

FOR

ITN BRYN HTT J
SAT-ACT-DAT-GRE
-CPA

OTHER

Immediate Openings Available in Foreign Medical School
Fully Accredited

-

ove

PREPARE

e Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations, Resumes, Cover Letters

Shi’ism was against oppression.

so-called communist party. We believe in an inevitable relation between democracy and independence.

:

must face its crisis. The regime is full
of crisis.
It’s natural that there are different
ideas which also represent the intern-

If you lose: people, (if you become
isolated from the people, you must

ic. This

have

peaceful relations with all of our
neighbors’ and will all parts of the
world. The only requirement that we
have is our democracy and independence. We must have economic relations with other parts of the world
but in regards to our independence—
for instance, more than ideology or
philosophy—you
know
where
we
separate

If you want in Iran, or in countries
similar to Iran, due to historical circumstances and conditions, to stay
independent, you must be democrat-

on

5

Friday, May 7, 1982
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1981-82: The Year In Hoya Sports

by John Reagan
|

HOYA Sports Editor -

Somewhere, out there, a few old
alumni may disagree. Sure, they say,

1981-1982

is one

of

the

greatest

years ever, but it’ll never compare to
the “good old days” long ago. Statis-

tically, they may be right, In 1940-41,
~ the

combined

record

of

GU’s

‘Four (football, basketball,

Big

baseball,

track)
was
an
incredible
70-10.
All-Americans abounded in football,
track, and baseball. So, maybe, this
year just doesn’t stack up.
Don’t tell anyone who has followed the Hoyas this year, though.

1981-82

saw the athletic pride of

Georgetown
players, coaches, and
~ fans swell to unprecedented heights.

‘From

the

Donough

Street,

tennis

courts

aside

Mc-

to Pat O’Brien’s on Bourbon

the

year

in

Georgetown

sports was definitely something special: But is wasn’t just Eric Floyd
and
Hoyamotion
pom-poms.
So,
if you will, in this last issue of
HOYA Sports, I’ve put down some
remarks in reminiscing on a truly
great year in HOYA Sports.
The Fall Season: New Expectations
Scotty Glacken’s gridders opened
the 1981 fall slate witha new offense,
a new
strategy
for Georgetown’s
eleventh Division III season. That
strategy quickly
fell through
the

EE ————————

HOYA

Class

floor
as Union
College swarmed
all over the Blue and Gray in the
opener
21-0. Then, in a surprise
move,
Glacken
took
out
senior.
Bobby Gerard, and sent in sophomore Mike Boland to lead the team.
Boland,
who
had
never
quarterbacked a game in college before,
began to get the team on track.
After
a
1-2
opening
series,
the
Hoyas began to come alive. Boland
fired a pass with no time left to

upset

St.

John’s

on

Homecoming

Day, and victories over St. Peter’s,
Catholic, and St. Francis all highlighted a 5-3 mark. Though seniors
such as Jim Corcoran, Mike Djavaherian, Rory Coakley, John Federico, and Ed Ecker (to name a few)
will be sorely missed, the hope of
the future exists in the youth of
the Hoyas. Next year, the horizon
is bright for the Blue and Gray football program.

Football didn’t grab all the attention,

though.

In

Cross

Country,

All-

American
John ‘Gregorek
led the
Hoyas to a second place showing in
the Big East while qualifying for the
NCAA Nationals. Meg Galligan resurrected
the women’s
field hockey
program to post a strong 6-3-2 record.
Kathy. Kemper, in. her first season
at the half of the Women’s tennis
team, saw the Hoyettes post a 9-2
fall record. Joe McClure’s volley-

some

of

the

finest

competition

in

the East. Briese hung tough,
with
a freshman
crop
that

considerable
and

experience

and
saw

Outdoor
track
at Georgetown
has been a story of ups and downs.
An
outstanding
showing by
GU
in the Penn Relays broke Villanova’s

this season,

beyond

over
son,
ham

what a battle it was. Before

all

her

expectations.

circle

to

welcome

their

heroes,

and

°

lock, Ed Spriggs, and Mike Hancock?

rained on the

About
the absolutely phenomenal
play of frosh Pat Ewing, Anthony
Jones, and Billy Martin? For the
words of Fred Brown, who stood
tall even after the tragedy of the
NCAA final? For the thrill
of victory,
and
the
agony of defeat? Only
“Thanks. We’ll see you next year,
Coach Thompson.”
Spring Sports: New Life
After the insanity that basketball
brought to GU, spring sports brought
Hilltop athletics closer to home. In
baseball, Ken Kelly’s sluggers saw
problems ahead in trying to repeat
their 20-19 feat of a year ago. In-

parade early, as the team lost
five

Ads

Words or less

spring season. Junior Suzanne Kuhlman,
undefeated
in singles
play
through three years at Georgetown,
leads the team
straight into the
Regionals as one of the schools to
beat this June. With a strong squad
behind her, Kuhlman, and all the
Georgetown
netters can claim excellent chances in the “second season
of women’s tennis” in the weeks
to come.

Not all was rosy for every spring
sport, however. While the women
netters prevailed over their competi-

get. Call Banker's Life and Casualty

(evening).

double-spaced

$1.50

per

page.

agent Sal Nigrelli at 949-6808.

Papillon Travel Consultants—Facul-

Summer

ty and students make your travel
arrangements for Easter vacation

Georgetown. Efficiency or one bedroom apartment for Harvard Business School Student, less than $400
per month for June-August. Call
George (617) 498-5319 collect, after 5 p.m.

and summer now. Take advantage
of the current low airline fares.
Check on Carribean charters and.

Club

Met

rates.

All major

credit

cards honored. Convenient ticket
pick-up in Georgetown. Donni Hassler, Travel Representative 965-

2894. Please leave message.
Professional D.J.—Lots of equipment, great tunes & good times for
your next party. Reasonable, responsible and available at 276-7786
eves and weekends. References
available. Of course .. .

ACTIVIST STUDENTS
Summer and career jobs fighting
water pollution with Ralph Nader
founded nat’l citizens group. Exc.
training & travel opptys. Call Clean

Water at (202) 638-1196.
Typing/Word Processing Service.
From $1.50/page. 466-8975.
Fast, Accurate Typing

965-3688
Europe Bound This Summer?
Check our low
(from $249 one
hostel passes
368-2006 Toll
ited!

trans-Atlantic fares
way). Also: Eurail &
available. Call 800Free! Space is lim-

TRAVEL—Travel inexpensively to
Europe with our charters. Visit 16
European countries with Eurailpass.

Call 243-2341.
NEED CREDIT?
Get Visa, Mastercard. No

credit

check. Guaranteed. It's simple, legal. Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope: Creditline, Box 334-T,

Rye, NH 03870.
Resident Couple desires G-town
apt. before July 1. (904) 373-1039.

Sub-Let

Wanted

in

Professional Typing and editing of
manuscripts, resumés, and. letters
at special student rates. Call Diane
at 920-7399.

Travel

and

Study

in China

This

Summer. 2 months for less than
ever thought possible. For info, call
Alex Cummins, 360-6958. Space is
limited. Don't Wait!

open bar. Tickets limited to ONE/
SENIOR

ID and TWO/PERSON.

Wanted: Used Air Conditioner.
evenings call Wendy 333-1897.

Ride offered through the Southern
states by van. Leave on May 22nd.
Share driving and expenses. Call
Bill late nights: 333-9036. (Will stop
only for gas, beer; and women.)

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS WANTED
Summer Jobs at clubs, resorts for
students with tennis teaching experience. High income. Call Ron (301)
654-3770.

Need Off-Campus Housing? House

Carpet For Sale: Light grey. Large

for sale. 4 blocks from campus.
Finished basement allows 5BR, 3
baths, new kitchen, patio. $149,500.
Call for appointment: 657-1600 or
363-1074.

Do you want to go on vacation in

JAMAICA:
Affordable Beach House

August but you can’t leave your
job? Your problems are over. One
junior in the CAS is looking for a job
to “sit” for the month of August. Has
experience as sales clerk, messenger, and intern on Capital Hill. Call
Monica 965-6750.
.

Looking for group or individual to
sublet my beach house for spring/

MGB '72. New engine, clutch, top,
and carpet. Good body. $2400. Call

Reasonable

rates. Maid/
Bargain

CHINA. New, current pattern. Sacrifice price. Willing to accept payment in installments. (202) 2441711.

Georgetown Typing and transcribing available.
0575.

1

p.m.-6

p.m.,

337-

ACE TYPING SERVICE. 21st and
Pa., NW. Open Mon-Sat. 466-TYPE
or 966-8810 (evening). $1.50 per
double-spaced page.
Rent our bedroom unit. Watergate
Landmark.
Free bus service to
shopping center. Just off of 395.
Furnishings available. Call 241-8339
after 6 p.m.

Housesitter Available —Responsible, late 30's female wishes to
housesit beginning August 1, flexi-

7941.

CALIFORNIA

Haul you and all you own. Daily
trips start May 6. 1-5 people, $75
and up. $40 up—group. Professionally licensed and insured driver.
Call 561-4388 or 562-3009.

Cook, Security included.
Airfares. (202) 244-1711.

Double room. $164.50/months plus
utilities. Donna or Debbie or Jacquie
at 337-1463.

In . ble. Good references. Call Kathi at
Joint Economics Committee, 224-

Going Home to Anywhere, U.S.A.?

summer.

Lou. 703-534-0384.

-

ONE DAY TYPING
on IBM typewriter, located off G-2
bus line at Dupont Circle, $1.75 per
page. Call anytime, 265-6032.
Weekend Mornings—Young paraplegic doctor needs morning help
at home near National Cathedral,
Sat. & Sun. 9 a.m.-noon. Dr. Krauthammer 244-0747.
ACTIVIST
Get out of the classroom

and

eT pe

or 966-8810

SENIOR CRUISE TICKETS will go
on sale Wednesday, May 5th, from
11:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. Tickets are
$20/person for 4-hour cruise with

Teey

Upon Graduation, Health insurance
that fits your needs and your bud-

—

21st and

NT

SERVICE.

TI

7

ai

625-4554
Pa., NW. Open Mon-Sat. 466-TYPE

Upsets

highly regarded James MadiGeorge Washington, and Fordwere the highlights of a 8-1

In the end,
came down

for weeks afterwards basketball still
occupied the hearts and minds of
GU fans, even if “we” were only
second best.
What more can. be said about this
team? About the 146,000 that came
to the Capital Centre in the Hoyas’
12-0 home record, outdrawing even
the Washington Bullets in'attendance?
About
graduation
of star players
Eric Floyd, Eric Smith, Ron Blay-

2.50for 25

ACE TYPING

pg

in the Distance

to Michael Jordan’s jumper
with
:15 left and Fred Brown’s unforgettable turnover seconds later that
closed the door on the Miracle on
37th Street, 63-62.
The Hoyas were not The Champs,
but when they returned home, one
could
hardly
tell the difference.
Thousands
descended
upon Healy

#1, but who really believed
it then?)
three. Thompson's

And

domination

Medley,
yet, Georgetown
finished
dead last in the Big East track tourney. While coach Joe Lang must
regret the loss of senior John Gregorek (arguably the finest runner ever
to race for the Blue and Gray), depth
will still exist for a renewed effort
next season. And while some still
question if track can survive financially at the Hilltop, friends and foes
alike, agree that thie year’s efforts
were for the athletic achievement
displayed by these fine runners.
Kathy
Kemper
knew
the
fall
season had gone well, but the 1982
spring women’s tennis season was

tation since 1943.
The
victorious Hoyas
returned
home to celebrations and impromptu pep rallies. But soon they were
on the road again—this time to New
Orleans and the NCAA
Basketball
championships.
In"
the
semifinal,
GU got by Louisville 50-46, to set
up a storybook battle against #1ranked North Carolina.

title game in memory.
though, all the efforts

and Winding Road
Track,
football,
and, for that
matter,
student government,
have
had their day in the sun this year.
But, without question, the story of
the year in Georgetown sports (and
Georgetown as a whole) was the
unprecedented success of the!'men’s
basketball team. Through 37 games,
five months,
and countless hours
of preparation, John Thompson and
his players were shining examples of
the Hilltop to an entire nation.
The season was full of expectations. Five returning seniors, the top
freshmen in the nation, and the potential for a real winner was enough
to put the team in most top 10
pre-season polls (Playboy even said

of

“16-year

over 61,000 fans in the Louisiana
Superdome, Georgetown and UNC
played the best basketball of any

Georgetown Basketball: The Long

out

standout

tradition, they say, lives on.

ford, the fate of women’s hoops are

two

individual

a winner.
They
did not worry for long.
League-leading Villanova was beaten
at the Capital Centre 72-56, as Floyd
notched his 2,000th career point.
With the exception of Boston College’s upset on Feb. 17th, the Hoyas
would win their next sixteen games
in a row, including Syracuse, 96-79,
Seaton Hall, 113-73, and number
two-ranked Missouri 63-51, on national television, from, of all places,
McDonough Arena.
Neither Providence,
St. John’s,
or Villanova could stop the Hoya
Express in Hartford to reclaim the
Big East title. Sent out west as that
region’s #1
seed in the NCAAs,
Georgetown continued their winning
ways by beating Wyoming
51-43,
Fresno
State
58-40,
and
finally
crushing Oregon State 69-45 in a
game that set a NCAA
field goal
percentage
record
in addition
to
Georgetown’s first ‘Final Four invi-

in better hands next year.

Hoya

and

if this team had what it took to be

the return of players like Comer-

The Alaskan Shootout

play

area carpet. One year old. Excellent
condition. Asking $40. Call 3372271.
NEED CREDIT?
Information on receiving Visa, Mastercard, with no credit check. Other
cards available. Free Brochure call
Public Credit Service: (602) 9490276 Ext. 921.

HOUSE

FOR RENT

Short walk to university. Spacious Foxhall
Village Townhouse
Available for respon-

sible group Sept. 1.
$1350 per month.
Call Mr. Yount 229-5960
or 229-9000

or Mr.

Grigg 469-6541
362-5800.

or

oO

Food and Drink and

the incredible opportunity to choose from —

@

Over 500 brands
of American &
Imported Beer

Visit Top of The Brick’s featuring
music, dancing, darts, electronic games,
backgammon and more.
Buffalo Steaks and Burgers, Seafood, Salads, Pizza
(kitchen open until 1:00 a.m.)

into

the streets to fight Reagan and Big
Oil. The
alition is
activists;
0370 for

Citizen/Labor Energy Cohiring articulate political
hours: 2-10 p.m. Call 775an interview.

Summer

Sublet: Block from cam-

pus.

Townhouse

needs

two

One of the Nation's Largest displays of Antique Beer Cans:

1523 22nd St.,

ETC

Bem

a oe ok

N.W. (Between

P & Que St.)

2 Blks West Dupont Metro Stop
293-1885—Major Credit Cards
Open Mon-Fri 11:30 A.M.— Sat & Sun 6:00 P.M.

girls.

aid

%

team

performances
(by . junior
Dwight
Madison and freshman Steve lannini
among others), the Hoya Nine took
18 of their last 30, and stand on the
verge of qualifying for post-season
play, something no Georgetown team
has ever done. Also, this year’s team
won the 1,000th game in the 116-year
history
of Hilltop
baseball.
The

a

Mary Briese took over the women’s

basketball team in 81-82 with big
question marks, and they were all
too
apparent’ in a disappointing
9-17
campaign.
The loss of two
starters to graduation, the benching
of K.C. Comerford in med-season,
and’ inter-team grumblings wreaked
havoc on a team contending with

’82.

Ser

season

in

a

finest

performances

ry i —

their

team’s

a

had

the

Traveling to Florida, those predictions were fulfilled. GU lost all eight
games in Florida, by a combined
score of 103-40. Yet, behind gutsy

es
=

annals,

juries and unforseen departures from
the team cast a shadow of doubt on

RTT
*

sports

in their brief history. The women’s
spuqgd won four meets this year—
and this was a team that had never
won a meet outright!

w

began to develop as a team in December, as the Blue and Gray reeled off
a 13-game win streak. The apogee
of the streak came on Jan. 6th, 1982,
as a sold-out Madison Square Garden
sat stunned
as Georgetown
blew
away Top 20 St. John’s, 72-42. The
combination
of Pat Ewing on defense and Eric Floyd on offense so
shocked the Redmen that, at one
point, GU led 41-9! Truly, it seemed
as if the Hoyas had come of age.
Not
quite.
While GU
escaped
Seton Hall, Syracuse, then Connecticut, then Providence
handed
the
Hoyas consecutive defeats. The magic was gone, it seemed. Many doubted

NT

ballers placed fifth in the EAIAW
playoffs in recognition of a fine
campaign.
Georgetown
soccer,
a
floundering program for years, was
beginning to rebuild in 81, guiding
' the Hoyas to a 3-8-4 mark. Fall
sports were a story of rebuilding,
of hope for the future.
Winter Sports: Ups and Downs
Georgetown track moved indoors
for a stellar winter season. Behind
the quartet of John Pedati, Pat McCabe, Kevin King, and John Gregorek,
Georgetown’s Distance Medley team
brought
home
to the Hilltop its
first NCAA Track Title since 1966,
and 12th place overall in the NCAA
national championships.
Paulette Richards and Greerson
McMullen were standouts in two of
Georgetown’s lesser known sports,
gymnastics and fencing. Both were
nationally recognized in their respective fields. And Georgetown hockey,
another forgotten sport, worked hard
in their limited schedule. Jeff Bryan’s
swim teams, oft-forgotten in campus

The HOYA
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The Year In Hoya Sports: 1981-82
the
the

Gray. Whether as a referee at Yates
or captain of a varsity team, the Class
of ’82 will go down as some of the
finest individual performers ever to
grace the Hilltop. They include people like John Gregorek, Jim Corcoran,”
Eric Floyd, and Ed Spriggs. Or less

“heyday”
30s and

appropriate

of GU sports, during
40s. It is therefore,

that

their

passing

of 1981-1982 will stand alongside
those
of
1939-40
and
1940-41
as pillars of achievement in George-

marks

the passing of an era of Georgetown
sports, that will be fondly remembered by so many Hoya fans. But
someday,
the chronicle of events

town

sports.

The old alums’ heyday is long
since past. And sadly, our newest
alumni’s will soon be history, too.

THE YEAR IN HOYA SPORTS:
PAGE 14, Clockwise from left: John Thompson and Pat Ewing celebrating the Hoyas NCAA
Championship

win (Bill Auth,

University Photo; Senior John Gregorek,

Regional

Georgetown'’s All-American track

star (Bill Auth, University Photo); Eric Floyd, all time leading Hoya scorer (Chris Callsen, The HOYA); Freshman

Ralph

Dalton writhes in pre-season

injury (Chris Callsen, The

HOYA);

Division

Ill All-American

Corcoran (James Lindley, The HOYA).
publicized stars such as Erin Reid or”
Kerry Keefe, Joe Niciforo or Brian
O’Hea, Scott Wolf or Matt Fitzmaurice. Together, each in his own way
has built what we today call the
Georgetown Sports Tradition, one
which will undoubtably grow in the
;
years to come, spurred by this year’s
results,
The Hilltop also mourned the loss

PAGE 1 5, Above: Happy students wait to greet their Hoya hoop team in March (Chris Callsen, The HOYA)
Below: Lucy Fiske, GU women ’s tennis star (Chris Callsen, The HOYA).

laxwomen

were

outscored

though

bad

weather

University

their meets. The men’s efforts secured

is

located

-

IN ENGLISH”

in

Santo

“Our school

OPENINGS

AVAILABLE

More

Information

CIFAS

and

Application

UNIVERSITY

12820 WHITTIER

Form

SCHOOL

OF

please

CALIF.

STORAGE
PLACE
EXTRA

YOUR PERSONAL

& Metro

Realty

WAREHOUSE

—oesign

development

and

for command

and

develop

tools

on

control;

state-of-the-art

the

inte-

data

ENGINEER

SIMULATION

SOFTWARE

Co.

Software development for simulation trainer systems.

R&D
SOFTWARE
ENGINEER
- Develop software for artificial intelligence and digital image processing

R&D HARDWARE /SOFTWARE

SUMMER JOBS
$3.75 to $7.00

ENGINEER
-oesign and build prototype microprocessor based systems and peripheral interfaces for pilot engi-

neering projects.

SR. REAL-TIME PROGRAMMING
ENGINEER

CAE SOFTWARE SPECIALIST rove sore
ware

perience and qualifications. 6 locations.

SPACE

development

communication system.

Fidelity Storage needs
careful and energetic
men and women to pack
and
load
household
goods this summer. Salaries depending on ex-

THE

and

algorithms.

90602

STORAGE

and

ENGINEER

Distance

U. Campus

946-3000

to:

ENGINEERS

design

SR. DATA COMMUNICATIONS

MEDICINE

DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
BLVD., SUITE 26 * WHITTIER,

SUMMER

write

.

Spiegel

CENTER
:

gration and test.

Immediately
Walking

chronicle published by the World Health Organization.”
For

Available

Catholic

is listed in Vol. 35, No. 4 of the WHO

® Analysis

APARTMENTS

Domingo,

Dominican Republic. Our Medical Program is tailored
after the traditional U.S. Model of Medical Education
and is fully accredited.

contrib-

uted to a number of cancellations.
The men’s and women’s crews showed
great effort and ability in many of

UNIVERSITY

software

EXPO

1 1- 12

VAX 11/780 system with Programmer's Workbench.

BEDROOM

ONE

HOTEL
IT 208. &

SR. SOFTWARE
mDevelop

———————

CIFAS

MEDICINE

“CLASSES TAUGHT

The

re-

peatedly in a dismal 1-8 year, and
the ‘men’s
2-10 record was little
better.
Water sports for the Blue and
Gray
were
more
optimistic. The.
‘largely unknown Sailing team performed well at many regattas this
spring,

e

OF

i ——

The

SCHOOL

MAY

___WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHERATON

|

tion, the men’s team struggled to a
4-9 record. The GU, Golf team, left
without a coach in the early stages
of the season, worked hard for a
2-6 split. The men’s and women’s
lacrosse teams fared poorly against
some of the best teams in the East.

of
Jock
340 Ble:
Rinhy,
ongtime
Hoya football
and baske
longti
HMime
ketball coaches, respectively, who died
this past spring. Both coached in

INTERVIEWS BY MAJOR COMPANIES

development

and

support

for

circuit

design

analysis and graphics system software.

TIL1IOPM

1420 U Street, NW D.C. 667-6176
6308 Gravel Ave., Alex., Va. 971-5300
8500 Tyco Road, McLean, Va. 821-0858
3901 Ironwood PI., Landover,
Md. 773-3562
430 S. Pickett St., Alex., Va. 751-3287
2801 52nd Avenue, Hyattsville,

MAY

11

YOUR RESUME IS YOUR REGISTRATION
Send to: CLARK, Cl ARK

& Cl ARK

7338 Baltimore Bivd., Suite 110
College Paik, MD 20740
(301)864-1117

Md. 277-6030

MONTH TO
MONTH FEE
Containers from

them both the Kerr Cup
phia and the Cadle Cup
tomac. With this string
behind them, the men’s
this weekend in the Dad
pionships, . featuring

in Philadelon the Poof victories
crew battles
Vail Cham-

some

of

YOU STORE IT
YOU LOCK IT
\§

YOU

KEEP THE KEY

approximately
16 sf to 48/sf.
Cubicles from
approximately
45 sf to 200
sf each.

the

HOURS:

JUST OFF

MON-FRI 11-7

NORTH CAPITOL
STREET

SAT 10-8

175 R STREET NE
WASHINGTON DC 20002

583-4800

—

TT e—

Nem

premier teams in the nation. A strong
showing in the Dad Vails would be
the crowning achievement in a fine
year of crew action.
Comings and Goings
For many seniors, the year 19811982 was their last in athletic competition and service for the Blue and

[0p VE LTT
5 [IF
A

Writing them is
bad enough. But typing

al

Pe

them can be areal horror. There’s

the trusty portable. Hours of misery
and oceans of Whiteout. And of course,

—r—r
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——

—
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—

——
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pm

Sr

seem to take forever and cost a fortune.

1forey

Why not type them yourself
on a word processor,
at WORD PROCESSORS?
Our machines are fast. They're easy
to learn (we'll teach you free.) You
can make changes as you go, or come
back later to edit your draft. The
machines take care of margins, page
numbering, footnotes and typos. So
your papers will always look letterperfect and professional even if
you're not much of a typist. And

we're open late evenings and weekends, so even when it has to be in
tomorrow, you've still got time.
Rates as low as $7 per hour.
WORD

PROCESSORS,

INC.

1825 K Street, N.W., Suite 522
Washington, D.C. 20006
296-8878

Term papers.

We can do everything but write them.

ns

Word Processors, Inc.

if.

= AE

A

there are typing services. But they always
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On The Bench/John Reagan

Requiem For An Editor: A Season Not To Be Forgotten
Each of us will have their own recollection of what
it meant
year.

it is now so closely identified with GU that Maryland is
afraid to play the Hoyas on Georgetown’s “home”
court. And Virginia would rather tangle in the New Jersey Meadowlands than Prince George's County, Maryland.
And when Hoya fans weren’t in Landover, they were
at McDonough. The gym that Al McGuire once called
“a confessional’ seemed to bring out the sins of all the
Blue and Gray’s opponents. The coup de grace of the
McDonough experience was Feb. 20th, 1982, versus
the number two-ranked Missouri Tigers. By 11:30 a.m.,
the gym literally rocked with excitement. And if you
were fortunate enough to get in before 1:00 and get a
place to stand, it was a classic case of “home court
domination.” Mizzou got their tails kicked right out of
the old gym, and a campus of Blue and Gray fans was
estactic. How much more exciting, they asked, could it
get?
Exciting as in traveling up to Hartford for a crack at
the Big East laurels. Exciting as in crowding around
televisions in bars, dorm rooms, and restaurants past
midnight as the Beast of the East played in of all locales
Logan Utah. Gone went Wyoming, gone went Fresno.
And before you could say “Wham! Bam! Slam! and
Jam!” Oregon State, the mightiest of the West, was
summarily dismissed. And with the last tick of the
clock at Provo, Utah, an entire city joined a campus in .
celebration. In 1972, at 3-23, they were “Nobody’s
Team.” By ‘75, they were “Georgetown’s Team” again,
In ‘81, it was no longer Maryland, but Georgetown that
s ‘“Washington’s Team.” Now, with 44 teams down

to be a student at Georgetown University this

Some,

no

doubt

will recall that Dean’s List nomi-

nation or that big job acceptance. Some will remember
the January snowfall, and some will remember the last
big lawn party. But most if not all of us will hold a
special place in our hearts for the thrills, spills and just
plain’ entertainment that filled our imaginations from

early November to well into April. For in a year of rising tuition, falling expectations, and almost everything in between, one special group of Georgetown students turned a campus upside down.
I remember walking into the dusty old arena that
November evening, and seeing the new faces on the
court. There was Number 33 himself, who had the world
on his shoulders before he made his first bucket. There
was Number 52, whose knee would tragically crush
right before our eyes. And there were Numbers 21 and
32, 40 and 50, just like last year. But this year would be
different.
There was much hope and expectation in this
~ “periennial second-best team” called the Hoyas. This
year could be the year, they said. But returning back to
the Arena three weeks later, with an embarassing 1-2
mark, fans knew it would be a long road to the top.
It’s also a long road to Landover, but we all survived.
Twelve bus trips brought Hoya fans into a new world of
college basketball, a world which other teams began to
fear. Between W. Bell commercials, red-coatéd ushers,
and a Busch giveaway every week, the new home of the
Hoyas was truly unique. Once an alien court for Hoyas,

| Ly

and four to go, a skeptical nation waited to see the
Campus that Big-Time Sports forgot head down for all
the marbles.
For Houston. fans, it was just another bowl week-

six years later, this team is one of the most promising
in the nation. All five starters return, and the program
awaits

end, only not for football, Louisville rooters were used
to it all, and as for North Carolina alumni, it’s almost
an annual ritual. But for a couple thousand students
and alumni who “blew off” classes; work, vacations,
(and in one celebrated example a client in a court case),
the Pride of the Hoyas, headed to New Orleans, La.
Pride abounded from Bourbon: Street to 37th Street
' 1 every single minute of that unforgettable weekend. We
had come so far—but by 10:14 p.m. it all came to a
most greivous end. What started in an Alaskan icebox
ended before 60,000,000 people tuned in around the
world. No nets, no champagne. The dream year came
up a basket shore,

contributions

of three

freshman

ubermen-

leader

twice in a week... Then

they rout the # 2 team in

the country before a national TV audience!... They win
their confeence title, but get sent out to Utah for the
NCAAs...
But no matter, they roll over
straight, and go to the Final Four!... This

three teams
small school

plays the Number One Team for the NCAA Championship before everyone, and loses in the final seconds by
only one point. What a finish!... And in the final scene

And we were a part of it all. At McDonough, o
or at the Capital Centre. At Madison Square Garden or
the corner bar,. In Provo, Logan, or Healy Basement;
Row 21 at the Louisiana Superdome or Table Six at
the Tombs. The emotion and excitement generated by
basketball this year is a piece of history.
The TV

the

schen fo send the team to the top... Hasty expectations
of Top 10 plummet as team loses two out of first
;.. They build back for a 13-game win streak as the
small school beats a New York power by thirty in the
Garden... Then tragedy strikes. Team begins to fall
apart and loses three straight... The coach reunites the
team and away they go... They knock off the league

the

weary

athletes

return

home,

and see five thousand

fans screaming and cheering for their heroes. The coach
tells the crowd, “We shall return!’ and the whole place
roars back “Wait till next year!
as cameras. fade and
credits roll with

scriptwriter couldn’t have set it up any bet-

the fight song in the background...”

2

“Naaaa,”
the producer grumbled,
throwing the
scriptwriter’s ideas into, the trashbasket. “who'd believe
this could actually happen? You'd have to be just plain
crazy to believe something like this...”

ter:

“Small-time
gram hires an
school
school.

school with disastrous
inner-city coach... He

by bringing black athletes
Eyebrows raise but tempers

begins to win—something

basketball proshakes up the

into an all-white
abate when team

Have a good
next year!

they haven't done in years...

summer,

Hoya

fans. And

don’t forget
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Hoya BaseballEnds Final Week
Georgetown Still Hopeful for Playoff Spot

Going

in to the final weekend

play of the

1981

of

spring season, the

~ Georgetown
Hoya
baseball
team
finds itself in the thick of a race for
the fourth ECAC playoff berth. The
Hoyas, although still below .500 at
18-19-1, have won 18 of their last 28
since coming back from Florida in

header at home in many years, but
Ken Kelly’s sluggers pushed the playoff-bound Dukes to the edge.
Burke
had
a no-hitter
going
through seven in the first game. Kurt
Kaull, Steve Iannini, and Joe Niciforo all were key elements in breaking
a 24-game home win streak, 4-2. In
the second game, the Hoyas’ Sal Vitiello coughed up five runs to give
JMU the chance to win midway during the contest. The Hoyas evened up
a

ET

ET

ORS

Ol

The last HOYA home baseball game of the season is Saturday. The team plays a doubleheader at Nolan Field. Incidently, the HOYA staff takes on the Voice staff on top of Yates
at 1 p.m. Saturday.
Ma

March. Catholic University at 20-12
is the only other area team with a
shot at the playoffs.
Cancellations have called a halt to
most of the scheduled games this
week. Last weekend, however, the
Hoyas split in two double headers.
‘Saturday at Harrisonburg, Va., GU
split with James Madison. The Hoyas,
behind the pitching of ace Ed Burke,
upset the ECAC-South leaders in the
first game, 4-2, then battled valiantly
to fall 10-9 in the nightcap. James
Madison had never lost a double-

the count in the sixth, fell behind in
the bottom of the inning, then tied it
up 9-9 in the seventh (the last inning
in doubleheaders). Almost down, but
not out, Joe Niciforo smashed a
homer into left center field and the
Hoyas had new life. This went for
nought minutes later when the Dukes
scored in the bottom of the inning to
salvage a split against the Yevitolized
Hoyas.

The Hoyas returned home Sunday
to take on York University, one of
top teams in NCAA Division III ac-

HOYA Intramurals News:
Latest Yates Cup Information
~ With three sports and less than a
week left in Georgetown’s Intramural
standings, 3rd New North appears to
have captured half of the Yates Cup,
with 2nd New North and 1st Darnall
battling for Men’s Honors.
Thirty-five
dorm
floors partici‘pated in thirty-three sports ranging
from lacrosse to ultimate frisbee for
‘bragging rights as the Intramural
Champions of Georgetown University. Last year’s Cup was swept by
Darnall Hall (2nd and 5th), and there
appears
the possibility of a New
North sweep if 2nd New North can
hold off a strong 1st Darnall group in
the final three events (soccer, softball, outdoor
track). The current
standings, as of April 28th, are as follows:
‘
Men’s Dorm
1. 2nd New North
1721 pts.
2. Ist Darnall
1658 pts.
. 3. 2nd Darnall
1129 pts.
4. 6th Darnall
1002 pts.
S. 4th Harbin
820 pts.
6. 8th Harbin
707 pts.
7. 1st New South
533 pts.
8. 4th Darnall
455 pts.
9. 2nd St. Mary’s
394 pts.
10. 2nd Harbin
250 pts.
11. 4th Loyola
245 pts.
12. 6th Harbin
185 pts.
13. 2nd Loyola
« 130 pts.
14. 4th Copley
120 pts.
15. 9th Harbin
115 pts.
16. 4th New South
105 pts.
17. 1st Copley
89 pts.
18. 3rd St. Mary’s
86 pts.
19. 4th Healy
80 pts.
20. 2nd Copley
60 pts.
21. Ist Xavier
48 pts.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3rd
Sth
3rd
3rd
4th
Ist

Women’s Dorm
New North
Darnall
Loyola
New South
New North
Copley

1271
817
33S
235
220
172

pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.

7.
8.
9.
10.

2nd
3rd
4th
3rd

tion. Through strong pitching by Kris
Kinscherf and solid hitting by Nici-

foro, Bill O’Leary, and Mike Saguto,
the Blue and Gray took the first
game, 7-4. This put the Hoyas at
.500, but they would fall below again
in the second game. York’s pitchers
shut down GU in the second. allowing two hits in a 4-0 decision. Sal Vitiello and Tom Bass each pitched for
nought in a losing cause.
Can the Hoyas make it to the
playoffs? This weekend, the Hoyas
return home after today’s game at

George

112
106
21:56
45

pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.

11. 5th Harbin

45 pts.

12. 2nd St. Mary’s
13. 3rd Copley

35 pts.
19 pts.

14. 5th Copley

0 pts.

Entries will be available for the
May 7th Outdoor Track meet cn May
3rd. For further info, contact the IM
office.

GU

entertains Balti-

doubleheader at Noltime:1:00 p.m.), and
alumni game Sunday
games, after that, are
selection committee.

the (Dad)

by John Mattes
Special to the HOYA

In their last home races of the season, Georgetown’s men’s crew dominated the 4th annual Cadle Cup Regatta, on the Potomac River Saturday,
May 1.
The varsity heavyweight boat, coxswained by Andy Kind and stroked
by Andy Kreeft, convincingly defeated George Washington University, the
University of Virginia, and Washington College in the premier event of
the day. After settling to a racing cadence
of 36, strokes/minute,
the
“Heavies” pulled ahead at the 1000 meter mark beneath Key Bridge with

mid-race

‘“power-20”

Georgetown’s
track team, after
the success of the Penn Relays, were
bounced out of the 3rd Annual Big
East Track Championships last week-

end in Philadelphia. GU collected on-

and

never

looked
back. Virginia, which had
challenged earlier in the race, faded
quickly. But GWU provided the closest competition as they stayed within
striking = distance
until
the
meter mark. In the sprint, the varsity
raised its stroke rate to 43 s/m and
coasted to decisive 6.8-and 10-second
victories over GWU and Virginia, respectively, while Washington College
never became a factor.
Coach Jay Forster was encouraged
by the result: “We’ve come along way
since our mid season loss to Marietta.
We’ve been telling each other all year
long that we’d have to chance to win

ly 22 team points, last
eight conference schools.
The

low

score

among

is primarily

due

the
to

the number of participants. GU only
participated in a limited number of
events, mostly in long distance running. Most field events gave GU little
chance

to score points.

The highlight of the meet for
Hoya
fans
was
John
Gregorek’s
1:49.04 winning time in the 800m.
Brian McNelis finished third and Phil
Reilly finished fifth.

Georgetown’s

only

Vail, and at this point, I'm

confident that we really do, We’ll have

Gregorek Wins 800m Race
At Big East Championship
Special to the HOYA

\ by Chris Callsen— The HOY A

Men’s Crew Wins Cadle Cup, Awaits Dad Vail Regatta

a

New South
New South
New South
Harbin

Mason.

more Univ. in a
an Field (game
play the annual
afternoon. Any
up to the ECAC

other

points

were in the relays. The 4 x 400 team
of Pat McCabe, Lloyd Gellineau, McNelis, and Gregorek took fourth with
a time of 3:15.9.
The race marks Gregorek’s final
race for Georgetown as a member of
the track team. His career has been
nothing less than superb. It will be
difficult for Coach Lang to replace
such an asset.

Thanks to all the staff members who worked on a superb sports section this year for the HOYA. Special thanks to Asst. Sports Editor Bill
Ferraro for two years of devoted service to the paper.
John Reagan
HOYA Sports Editor

to get through the preliminary heats,
but once we've made the final, it’s
anyone’s race.”
In other races, the J.V. heavyweights, coxswained by Kim Regan
and stroked by Jerome Noll, coasted
to a smooth, 4% length victory over
GWU. The freshman heavyweights,
with
Coxswain . Heidi Stone,
and
stroked by Mike Rollins, outdistanced
the freshman lightweights by 5 seconds and the GWU freshman heavyweights by 7 seconds in a close race.
The varsity fours race saw Georgetown.s lightweights suffer a close loss
to the Virginia heavyweights. It was a
give and take race all the way, with
UVA pulling ahead in the last 200
meters to gain a slim 2 seat, 1.1 se-

cond victory. The varsity lightweight
eight also lost to Virginia.

In races held at the same time of
the men’s Cadle Cup competition,
Georgetown’s women’s crews hosted
the U.S. Naval Academy, Trinity College, and GWU in their final home regatta. Navy’s women proved faster
than anticipated as they cruised to a
comfortable 10-second victory over
Georgetown in the varsity race with

Trinity and GWU
57.5

seconds

finishing 22.5 and

distant,

respectfully.

Georgetown’s j.v. women also lost to
Navy by 9 seconds, while Trinity was
disqualified. But the women’s novice
eight, coxswained by Kathy Silva and
stroked by Mary Jean Rak, garnered
yet another voctory. They trounced
GWU and Washington College by 20
and 23 seconds, respectfully, for their
fourth win this season. The novice
women’s four also achieved a substantial 38-second victory over Trinity.
This Thursday, Friday, and Satur-

~day, May 6 8, the men’s and women’s
crews will travel to Philadelphia, Pa.
for the 44th Annual Dad Vail Regatta
on the Schuylkill River. Georgetown
will be one
of 56 schools from
the nation invited to compete. Last
year, the Hoyas finished 7th in the
Jack Bratten Point Trophy competition, as both the j.v. lightweights and
j.v. women won their events. Prospects for ‘this year are even brighter.
Freshman Coach Peter Bonanno expects all three of his boats to make
the final with the freshmen lightweights having the
' best chance to
win. Coach Forster sees both the varsity and j.v. heavyweights making the
final, and the varsity lightweight four
and novice women winning their respective events. Forster explained:
‘As it stands right now, I think we
have a realistic chance of winning the
trophy.”

Hoya Basketball Legend Dies at 90
by Bill Ferraro
HOYA

'. The

game

Asst. Sports Editor

of basketball

aged

an

epoch last week with the death of Elmer Ripley, Georgetown head coach
of ten seasons and the last major basketball figure born before the game
was invented in 1892. He was 90
years old.
Ripley’s
coaching
career
at
Georgetown was
segmented
into
three parts. His first stint ran for two
seasons, from 1927-28 through 192829. The
teams were outstanding,
compiling 12-1 and 12-5 records re-

with the original Celtics, and many
other early teams; coached the college game at Notre Dame, Army,
Yale, and Columbia, as well as at
Georgetown ; and on the international level,

coached

the

Israeli and

Can-

adian
spent

Olympic
some

time

teams.
coaching

Ripley

also

the world-

famous Harlem Globetrotters.
Elmer Ripley is a member of the
Basketball Hall of Fame at Serine
field, MA.

spectively.

The next period lasted from 1938
until 1943, when wartime exigencies
forced the squad to stop competition. These generally successful years
were highlighted by a 16 win, 4 loss
1940-41 log and the NCAA runnerup
22-5 team of 1942-43.
Ripley returned in 1946 for three
“more years. Coaching basically the
same team he had in 1942-43, minus
some key players like leading scorer
and center John Mahnken, Ripley
compiled a 19-7 mark his first year
back. His final two teams were competitive, but failed to reach .500.
Ripley’s 10-year record was 13382 (.619), the most wins and best
percentage for a Georgetown coach
until present coach, John Thompson,
came

along.

Besides leading the Hoyas over a
three decade span, Ripley was an influential figure in the development of
. basketball as a collegiate, professional, and international game.
He played professional basketball

Former GU coach Elmer Ripley (1892-1982).

G.U. Archives
a

by Todd Robinson
HOYA Staff Writer
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